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. !1tle o·t tbea1a: Ra~b~t, Run to Rabbit Redwc: 
.. 
Individual in Sooiety 
. . ~ . 
Iame: Jobn F.· Hammond 
Tbeaia Direeted B7: Jamea· R. Frakes, lrotessoi• ot Engliab 
Tbia ahd7 ex·aa1nes t·11a ebaDge \hat tbe pi•otago1iia't, 
Harity .ttRabbit:" .Angstrom, undergoes between John Updike' a 
two nove·1s, Rabbit, Run and Rabbit Redux. 
J In Rabb.it, , Run Harry emerges as a man wbo re tu sea to 
• • 
aeeept reapona1b111 ty :for tbe eonsequenees ot bis ow1i' 
aetiona, indee4 a man unable to. grasp the· wllole· idea ot 
buman aot1on as tied up wi tb a real1 ty etaer "bban that 
whiell is alive in bis own eensoiousness. Harry possesse·a 
. . 
a strong sense ot re1ponsibildit7 \o· a perac,nal ideal,· te 
vbieh be suber41nat·e·s all tbe otber reapoaa1bi11tiea ot 
h'is roles as s·o·n·, husban:d, ta·tber, •1 t1.z·ea', anti. employee. 
Harry' a 1n·abilit1 to understand and aee,ept tbe "going 
' 
tbrougb• quality of daily lite eauSes tbe du tie~ Wbiob--
eb8raeter.1ze bis 11:fe \e appear abslirQ. Rabbit,e Rjn1 
. . . . . . . ... . . ,I . . . . . .. . mi . .. . . 
"therefore, presents Harr7 as· searo·bing fer _ .. s.ometbillg tba\ 
r, - it 
wants ms ·to tind· it.• While lflctking th& und8rstanciing ot 
·l:lte D8088S'ary to ·•eaplete tbis Sfi&?leb 0 
llabbi t RedUX tell a the s·tory ot H1:i'rry' a· ·gradual ar~ -- -
.,, 
Z-1Yal at 1;b1s· 11D4er·•ta1td1ag. bUt; ... baslzes ilbe tae15 that 
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Barry bimae·lt 1a' reapoms1b.1e for ·1.11a en· "return to bealtb. n 
In t·be ·ten 7ear1 between tbe time· periods of the two novels, · 
Harry bas moved to the opposite extreme 111 his behavior, 
abandoning bis· ideals aDd stubbornly resisting tbe attrae-
tion of new ones. Yet Rabbit Redux demonstrates tbat a 
reeone1·11ation la possible between indiYidua·1 idealism and 
the dtirt1es that lite 1n moder>n sco!ety demands. Tb·is re-
eone111at1en eeirtera not on . sae·ritiee, but on ali inopease 
in awareness' tbat removes tbe sense et some'tbl'ng lest and· 
repla•es· it witb ,, a deeper undera·tanaing of tbe paradoxieal 
proaess .. by wbi•b ordinary aotion ia da117 lite· beeomea 
meaningful. 
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Rabbit, R11ri ·1a 1ibe story ot twenty-six-7ear-olcl HarrJ' 
'Angstrom, a former· higb .. s1hool basketball star who, dis-
satisfied with bis sloppy wife, Janice, and bis colorless· 
job, audden1·1 leaves both without any explanation. Were 
Harry to be judged on tbe basis of tb1a brie:r account : 
alome,, there would be little. need for an eva·1u,1t1:ve dis-
euasion of bis ehaFa0ter. Yet it provides 8 fair approxi-
matien of the light in whieb Harry Angstrom might appear 
,. those wbose personal coneems a·ictate tbat tbey judge 
only bis aetiona and tbe results ot these actions. Obvi-
ously, meat et tbe other charaeters are included in this 
group. bllt as a result ot the autbor•s method of relating 
\be ator1, tbe rea.ter too la made elearl7 aware of tbe 
negative reaotion wtiieb Harry's be:bavior genEtr.11,es. As 
soon as .HUI7" le.ayes· bis son ·at hie par·ents' bQll9 in Meunt 
'. . ' 
Judge, Pa. and. begins bf s sout-hwar~ .flight, tbe stigmas or 
· nell!genoe, irrespon~!blll ty, · Uld eewardice &&come at- ; 
.. . . .. 
taob8cl te him la the l'e849ii• a 1111.nd-. He 1• •running aw&J 
:rl'Om bis problems. n 
, ., 
I 
., ' 
Tbe reaotiGni ot ,be etbel" ob&raetel'a in general ellp- . 
.. J 
' 
pOl't this idea. RarPy returns tct Mount Judge tbat able 
. ey.eiilng, to· the· apartment of bis eltl eoacb, Totbero • 
. . ' 
Har17 bas always reapeeted Tetbere, but tbe old man.• a ~. 
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· adviee, tbougb lnitiall7 a.eber ·and serious, 11 obtuse and 
oonYent1onal. Toth·ero later introduees Harry to the 
prostitute Ruth Leonard and sbe, too, despite ber eontuaed 
\~ .... ~ ' . ' ' 
attraetion to Harr1, senses trouble in ber encounter with 
bim: "'Thia poor wife you left? Youure the menace, I'd 
- ' 1 · 
aay. 'ff Mrs.. ·s·pringe,r, Janice ta mc,tber, is pred:tetable 
' ' ' 0 in ber reaction; she wants to call the police. Updike 
' . 
allows Harry to emerge as a fooal point for the judgments 
' ' 
· of others, though they- themselves often appea~ far mo.Pe 
degenerate and' bypocr1t1oa1 tban be, at least in the 
reader"' a eyes. Even Reverend Eccles, who mig.·bt be ex-
pected, because of tbe nature of bii Yooation, to proi:lde 
a more objeetlve outlook on the subjeet, is eontusei and 
weakened by prob1eai et his own. ~ ... He aoeuses Harry et 
trampling on decene1, of oaua.ing e'ther.a to autter, but 
bis manner. 1·. patronizing, bis advice automat:ta, and his 
,. 
. ... 
Since tbe reader earinot help being 
aware o:t Harry's op,n. it na1Ye, bonesty and 11neer1ty- in 
ooritraat te tbe ethers·, be beoeme·s 'lnelinacl to loot tor a 
, ·•ore just stand·ard or evaluation toward· tbe protagon1s·t.~·-
Ai John Ao War(il p@ints out. lttbe' soeia:lly responsible are 
leaia ai·i:ve. than Rabbit.·· Tbey are seen as denying tb·e1r·, 
:lnner reali t7 for tb·e· tjlake of mass t!'e·~ua1ons • . In tbe· 
eours® @f th~- no•el, Rabbit is badgered by bis windbag 
e·oaeb, bJ a eonfuaed and .earnest minister anj bis Freud-
' , 
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vorabipping wite, and bJ parents and !n-lawa coun1·e·111ng 
prudence and respectability. Exeept for Ralbit•s wife and 
miatress-~little more tban tem2l~ bodies both~~all the 
Seeondary ebaraeters show ;themselye8 ,ta f'oOla. 
·,eek eom.fort and elari ty by auperlapoaing neat 
. 2 
on the unintelligible outer world." 
-
• • • they 
tbeer:lea 
Norean this standard be detel'IBinee completely by an 
ezardnation of ··Harry• s own e,p1n'l.on regaPding bis aetions. 
He is 11Deere. yet contused, and an awareness of.the graY11ry 
'-.., 
of bis deeisiom to leave Janice· 1>'laguea bi:m repeatedly. He 
tlrives all tbe way to West Virginia and then ·returna--a 
elreular getawa7, leafl1ng newbere. On bis t1r·st nigbt out 
wi tb Totbero we are told, "A bi.g bubble, the enerm!tj ot 
it., crowds bis beart11 (p. 60) • And Harry is ev.aslYe ·111 
bis replies to· Rev® Eocles during their first enoounter·, 
tor be feels that 8 litt1·«1 books and 1nare1 are being 
taab!onea 11 {p. 89'). Harry feels that v·bat be bas done la 
.... 
right, but this reeling 1s not always atreng enough to 
quiet bis .tears, l'emotely aware as b'e i-a ot t·be suff'ering 
bis beba-wier baa eauaeci etb·ers. Tbe metbed of. narrisition 
·1 tael~ eontrihutes te tbe 8 b·o1l1ng-dowm" quality ot the . 
.. 
plotllne. !bougb l1pd1.ke employs tlje third ·person, bis· use 
•~ tbe. p:iPes~nt· tenSJ.@ ~v@kefe an atmosphere of 4liacoYel'J' as . 
th•: atorj proceeds. Robert Detweiler' ca·lli1 · t'his speeial 
·)i · .. :i 
tense tbe 0 biato:.1eal present" and· add.a tbat it prcr,laia 
1' ·~. ' . ·. 
• ' \ I ' 
,-:~ 
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.., 
•a preeari,us dram·at1• 1:mm.e.cl:laey--a aber"t stoP7 teebnique, 
. 3 
tb·at' t'unetions very well in this long narrative. ft 
Use of tbe present tense in t·bis way also works to 
eatabliab a mood of tension wbieb corresponds to Hsirry•a 
•abeer nervous moYement, in tbe ceaseless seareb of tbe 
protageniet for a something that'- bei bimselt eannot :ldeat1-
ty. •4 As John A. Ward notes, Harl"y "ts·solely a ereatlli-i 
.. 
et· 1n·a·tin•t. Hla moti11es, bis valu®s and bis decisions 
tollev· immea·:tate17 frolll bis d1reet appl'el1ens1ons·. To see, 
in Rabbit's ease, ia te know.n5 In otbe:r voids, Bal'l-7 
. 
. 
' -
rarelJ thinks, and se \~J·1e reader 1m1s:t rely ·on Barry's re-
actions to tbe people and· eve11ta that at:teet him and tq~n 
,, 
Judge blll by a eowpartson of t~bese teeliaga &nd impulses 
With bi's aetiens arid the results they preduee. Tb• idea 
-~ -, 
et a gap·ex1st1ng between intention and aetion 1a a erue!al 
one in both novels. Aa previously noted, one at tbe m.etboda 
ot foeuaing attention on Hai-ry 1RTGlY81 the ciontr,l'st be-
••.•• hie· determined honesty- and tbe b7poerisy ot the ot.ber· 
· eb11raeters or, ·1,,- ext-ens1on, ·soe1ety in general. But a 
gap exists be·tween Harry 9 s :intentio:nse<·and actions too~ 
!bough not hypoeri t1ea1. tb,se aot!ona. a~e fre·quent1y· just 
I 
I• 
... · .••. tta·m.tu1, . un•oncer:necl ~· be 1a -w1 tb t·be r1'gbts·: and needs 
. 
. 
ot e'tbers and ot t''be' dally ebliga t10Jia vh1e·b ·11.te' in mea·ern 
aeeie'ty p~®SJ(S)Dts. 
: .•~,.,-., 
... 
Barry' 8 reasons te·r··· 1·eav1Dg ·bla home. eeater OD an aout·e 
' 
.... . . 
;,, ,· ', ' : . • • . • .: :·I,'.';; 
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aenae ot entrapin.ent. As be .. tells Eoo1e·a, "'It ju•t ·telt 
,. 
like the whole business was fetching and hauling, all tbe 
time trying to bola tbiif mess togetbe·r she was making all 
t·he -time. I do·n I t know, it se8Jlled like·· I was glued in with 
· ,a· lot of" busted Joya and emptJ glas~ses and television 
going and· mea·ls late .. and ne way of getting out. Tben all 
of a sudden it hit me bow ea$yc1it ~1t1s tc get out, just 
walk out, and b7 damn it·waa easy'" (p. 89). It beeomea 
apparent from this statement tbat Harry .J'Q.st naturallJ 
d1asoeiates himself from tbe burdens and res·ponsibilitiea 
ot family life» but tbe ease wi tb wbieb be abandoms this 
lite hints at a deeper mot1Te, a high regard fer tbe 
dictates ot bis own feelings. Tbrougbc,ut -:~beI~novel.. Harry 
insists that things "reel rigbt'' it he 1s to take an 
interest in tbem9 and be can see no sense whatsoever in 
pursuing a job wbieb be does not feel is of special 
importance: 
... , .. 
•what beld bim. back all day was tbe teeling 
that._ somewhere tbere was something better ~er him than 
listening to babies cry and ebeating people in.used oar 
lots'' (p. 225). 
The reader soon diaeoiera that tbere 1a a great deal 
..,,.. 
tbat is admirable in Harry. despite tbe negative light in 
. -
wbiob hi .. s actions place him. Da·vid Galloway obs,er..-es 
tbat, ''As a star· ·basketball player, Hsrey ~aa an idealist 
) 
., 
wbo neyer fouled and uaually won.•· Andi be adds tbat 
7 
·\ . '. . ' 
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Harry's idealism "is ~ased on devotion to an inner oonvie-
. . 
tion," as opposed .. to those convictions of society er tbe 
6 ' 
state. Harry allows bim.1elt no illusions witb regard to 
hia reeiings, · and be re.fuses to aeoept any externally-· 
. . 
. 
imposed notions or wbat is :right for him. Con:rorming to 
..... ,,·: . . . -· . ' 
society's ways stifles the joyful feeling"·- ot r1gbteousneaa 
whieb be deriTes trom following bis own impulses: "'If 
you' re :telling me I'm not mature, tba t • s one thing I don I t 
ory ever since as far as I can make out it's tbe same 
thing as being dead'" (p. 90). 
Yet exaet17 what ia be bind Harry• a justifieation tbat 
. 
. . . 
.. 
things must •reel rigbt"? During bis initial encounter 
with Eecles, Harry defends bis obscure goal: 
'·' 
. ' 
n ... 
'I once 
played a game real well. I really didQ And a:rter you're 
first rate at something, no matter wbat, it kind of takes 
.. ·. 
tbe kick out er being seeand--rate' '' ( p. 90). Hueb ot wbat 
Harry expects out ot 11:fe is just tbia, a "kick. n The 
experience ot being great has taught him little else than 
hew 1 t teela te be·· ao. · __ John Ward sees Harry as a sort 
of artist in bis attitude -toward life and sex: " . . Rabbit 
is tbe tJpical Updike hero in bia view ot life .as per-
formance, with himself as tbe star. He is not so mueb 
interested in tbe figure he outs ·1n others w eyes "as he 11 
in eontol'llling to some Yaguel.y sensed Platonic· ideal. 
Rabbit is something of a sexual goul'Dlet, and bis erotie 
experiences .. -me:ntal and. pbyaioal--occup7. mucb ef.
1 
tbe book. 
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Sex ia less an appetite or ·an· animal pleasure to Rabbit than 
.. 
it is a theatrical performance, an enlightened and artistic 
. . . . "7 
self-indulgence. 
Tbe metaphor or Harry aa an ar-tist purau_ing a private 
. . •, 
ideal is an extremely usefu~ on·e. As Harry himself says, 
bis best game in higb-sebool ba·sketball was one wbicb didn·1 t 
•matter much," but in wbicb be suddenly got the- feeling tbat 
- ., 
be eould fldo an7tbing" (p. 58). This 1s the feeling tbat 
Harry c·rayes. Tbe ability to do anything is tbe goal be 
seeks, and when certain situations er ideas m.ake him reel 
con.tident, loved 1 goofj,, tben he acts, belie..-ing be is 
. ' 
right. In other words, Harry loses interest in anything 
._, .._• 
which does not allow b1m tbe illusion o'E bis personal ideal, 
or which dees so only tor a time. Obviou.sly, no person or 
thing can sustain such an illusion for vary long, and, con-
. 
aequently, Harry finds it repeatedly necessary to run from 
tbe real ael.t which be .sees in place of tbe ideal. 
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-· An Bti-ortlesa ·Ex1s tence 
i~-
/ Ha:rry is just in recognizing his pera.onal potential; 
indeed bis determination attracts Ru.th· becau~e·,:· she tells 
bim, ·,v~you bavenu t given up. •cause in your stupid way 
you're st1·11 fighting'" .. (p. 58). But Harry .fights only- in 
a negative way. He regards bliaselt as having embarked on 
. . . 
. t) } 
-
a. search: "' I do feel, I guess- that somewhere behind a-11 
this., ••• there's something tbat wants me to r·1nd it' .. 
. ~- • I,, 
' 
' ( P• 107). But be cannot apply bimselt to the seareb be-
eauae ot his preoccupation with an id-eal self, a aelt to 
which real-life respensibilities are meaningless. Further .. 
more, bis fee11ng that this ideal sel.t should be bis onlJ 
concern places bim aboYe recriminations, in bis .own mind, 
. ' 
fer tbe suffering which be causes others. In essence, 
Ilarey re.f\Jses to.admit that he can be wrong. Tbis ·11 not 
to say that be deea not require reassurance, however, in 
botb important and relatively ins1gnit1cant ·matters. For 
example, Harry feela tbat Mrs. Eccles is irresistibly· at-
. . 
traoted to him, and when he unexpectedly meets ,·er at 
church, be "watches _ ber eyes tor anot.ber. wink. He. ·bad loat 
b811e:f in tbe .first one w8eks ago" ( p. 198}. Harry baa 
estab,liahed an :td·eal tor himself wbic·b 1·s impossible to 
&ebieve. Yet like all human beings .be needs love_· needs 
to leve bimseU, and the right words or tbe right oontext · 
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will allow bill. to be1·1eve -in tbe only salt which he can deem 
lovable. 
A prime exS111ple ot the stimuli on wbiob Harry's ego 
thrives appears in tbs counselling vbich Revo Eccles·orters 
to biai Their relationship necessarily dictates tbat Eccles 
advise, or act, and Harry reaot, for.Bcclea is the initiator. 
Barry knows that tbe minister must try to change him, and 
be 1a aware of tbe procedure from tbe beginning: "be 
.. 
realizes tbat no lll&tter wbat be aa7s, Eccles.will take it 
in vi tb tbe same vea17 smoke; be 1s a 11s tener by trade• 
·- ·. 
Partly as a result of bis own railings, Eccles 
is unable to significantly influence Harry in the way be 
.. 
bad intended. Indeed, tbe minister seems to encourage billl. 
' . 
More will be s·aid ·1ater on tbe reasons tor Bccles • failure, 
but Harry's reaction to him is of special importance here. 
Rather than changing him, Eccles merely provides an oc-
casion tor tbe expression o:f' Harry• s stubborn views. Harr, rl7 
tells Rutb, "' I'm a mystic, • • • I give people ~a1 tb. • 
. . . 
Eccles bas told bill. this. Once with a laugh, pro~abl7 
meaning it sarcastically. You never know wbat Eccles was 
really meaning; you b-ad to take what you wanted. Rabbit . · 
took this to heart. He never would bave tbougbt 01· ·:t.t 'him• 
ae-lt • He doean 1 t think DiUcb &bout w.bat be gives other 
-
people" (jp. 121-22j. 
. ' 
This passage explai·na a great deal about Harry. 
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does take only wbat he wants trom enc·ounters with otbera; 
and what be wants, or more precisely, what he needs, is 
reassurance, confirmation of bis illusion. But this 11 .. 
·1usior.1 involves more than Harry' a belie.t in b~s own e·asenti~l 
( 
. - • • - - . I . . • 
perfection; it also entails a disregard ot otbera unless 
' . . 
·tbey can_, provide this reassure.nee. Tbougb nei tber Ruth nor. 
Janice is exceptionally good looking., at one time each 
makes_ him .teel good. And, as Updike tells us w1t·b reg@·rct · 
. . . 
to- Lucy Eccles, Harr7. ••1s pleased tbat she tbinka ot bi• 
as an ultimate" (p. 198). 
It becomes increasingly evident that Harry is ·1n-
-· ~e-apable ot involving bimselt in a real human relationship. 
He is dependent upon others to provide opportunities tor 
bis own self-love to flourish, but when given these opp~r-
tunities be can only fabricate a false certainty regarding 
bimselr; tbe self wbicb be wants to love does not exist. 
·•.•.-,. 
Consequently, Harl'J" interferes -r-atber than shares in tbe 
lives of other people, sucking a false security trom them 
•) 
without regard for tbe r>esulting complications be causes 
' . 
in their lives. As will be seen with regard to tbe secondar7 
obaractera in Rabbit Redux, people whose 1nab111t7 to ·ac- . 
oept human imperfection .in themselves caua·es· "them to ·believe. 
in some· personal ideal selt only tabrieate dis·gu1·ses 
. . . 
through wbicb to confront the world. '!'bey ·embark on an 
. ... - . . . .. 
endless struggle to gratify tbe ege. 
., 
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Ha"9y• s central problem, then·, ··1.s. b·ia; -pre-occupation ... ;:'. q., 
wi.tb an unattainable ideal, which naturally affects his 
outlook toward other pb.a .. ses of lite, religion tor instance. 
Tbe precise nature'· ot Barr71 s· religious ·beliefs will be 
.-·examined shortly, but one aspect ot tbese be-liefs is par-
· ticularly iilUD1inating witb regard to bis outlook in 
general. During bis golf game Witb,Eccles, tbe minister 
' . 
. manages to pinpoint the issue at ·stake despite the -fact 
. --~ 
tbat be is doing little more 'tban reciting platitudes: 
•'Christianity isn't looking for a rainbow. If 1 t were .~··· 
what you think it 1s·we'd pass out opium at services. 
We're trying to serve God, not be God• 0 (p. 112). 
. .--,,-·---
t 
In one sense, this distinction can emerge as a fault 
in organized religion since it can foster a subtle sort ot .. 
indulgence toward mediocrity. · In fact., the principal e·ause 
of Harry's av~r~ion to organized religion involves just 
. . 
such a distaste ror the seemingly endless~ mundane·. ooneerns 
which c·h.aracterize it. · In bis study of.' "The Absurd· Man as 
... 
Saint, 11 David Galloway.- claims· that ''Heroes like Rabbit 
. --:-· 
,-
~ 
,,,., ,'·· 
reject formal Christianity· because 1 t ls no·t religious 
enough. ·What tb·ey ,seek 1a ·not tb·e- -colls·oling r.eintorc·em.ent 
,r dogma or ritual, but some transcendent inner vision of 
truth that will make life meaning.t'ul. ttl 
-- . ..-- . J 
Galloway's views will be discussed later in greater 
detail, bu'·t bis point concerning Harry 1 s search for· "some 
' . - . 
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transcendent inner vision• ia important be·re·~ ·t·or .1t sug-
.. 
gests another sort ot indulgence ot wbieb Harry is guilty •.. 
. Since the "vision"· ·or ideal which he seeks is an inrier, 
personal one, Harry' a goal is to experience or realize it~· 
,. 
rather than achieve 1 t through some particular course of 
action. In other words, no real effort sbould be required 
.of him, wbetber to realize his inner vision or to be at 
peace with God. Though Harry is not consciously trying to 
•me God., 11 be .feels be shouldn't bave to try in order to 
serve Him. . Again during the goit game, ·-when he experiences 
tbe sensation tbat all rookie golfers crave, the clean 
feeling of tbe solid drive after everything suddenl7 comes 
t~getber without one's consciously doing anything dit-
. ' 
terently, be is reassured· once more or tbe e.x·istence o~ 
bis ideal selt. "'That's itl' be cries and, turning to 
. ' 
Eccles with a smile or aggrandizement, repeats, 'That's 
' . 
itl" (p. 113). For tbe certain something wbicb Harry ·111-· 
~ 
sis ts he must bave in order t~ be bapp7 · is ·the feeling ot 
natural gl'eatness~ He doesn• t want· to have· to try ·an4· be· 
doesn't think be should be required to. Harry is con-
tinually losing bis golt balls because·be "can't tear bie· 
attention from where the ball sbould have gone, the ideal 
11 ttie na1,kin ot. clipped green pinked witb a pretty flag• 
(p. 109). 
Gerry Brenner· observes t·h.at, tbrougb "Babbit• s re-gresa-
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ing boyisbnes's, • Upd:l..ke ia ••evaluating an .P.erican ideal ot 
getting on by natural cbal'ID.. But Updike sets the 'natural' 
hero in a society without the quick means tor rising above 
the original background. Rabbit is tbe I natural I hero. wi t·b-
1-:- ~ . 
·out luck. • • • Updike I s cold-eyed view dis.pals a myth by 
oreating a more likely hero, one with only a smattering of 
intelligence, with an adolescent sensetivit1, with a tal.ent 
for doing 'nothing'. 02 This 'idea of Harr1 as a 8 natural 11 
bero, ot oourse, goes along w1 tb Ward' a notion of Harry a·, 
"tbe typical Updike hero in bis vlet,r ot lite· as per.formance, 
. 
with himself as tbe star." Both cr1t·1cs allude to the pla7 .. 
tul disregard ot consequence and tbe persistent, almost 
desperate, indulgence in a dream-like vision o~ himself that 
characterizes Harry• s behavior. And Robert De.tweiler notes 
.. 
that "the image of tbe basketball game directs the action" 
in Rabbit,, Run,-beginning with tttbe alley basketball scene." 
Detweiler describes Harry's lite as portrayed in tbe novel 
as a painful stl"Uggle to recapture the feeling ot success 
· · which be experienced in highsmschool basketball. And be 
·add·s, •since baske~ball bas been a mod.el tor 11:t·e·, lite 
1tselt 1~ ul t1mately just a game. - Ha~riagE,, tatberbood. 
· . ..-· ·-r~ 
' lob, religion are all aomebow play; ·be still believes -in 'tbe;· 
plat! tudinous moutbings of bis old coach ( o the will to · · 
.. 
·acbieve.~I I gi Ving OUl' best I ) &S tbe m&giC tormul&S . fcir 8UC• 
. ' 
ee'as-~fuat as be ·beeda the banal preaching on te1ev1aion ot 
. . . . ' is 
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Ji11my tbe MoU88keteer. "3 
Through bis relationship with Rutb·, · bia observation ot 
'?otbero, bis· encounters wi tb Eccles,· bi·a· tan.tas·1es about 
Zicles • wife, and bis tlex11>1e w~rking bours, Harry acquires, 
more than· anything else, a heightened sense ot h11·111u1ol'J 
ideal self. . . . " . . . He comes to tbe conclusion that, It you have 
tbe guts to be yourse lt • • • otber people 1 11 pay your _ 
pr1cett ( p~ · 125). I:n .a separate s'tud7 from tbe one pre-
' . - . . . 
vioualy quoted, Detweiler claims that in Rabbit, Run~ Jp-0 
·-· __ .dike adopts ·na fairly clear theological pos1 tion from which· · 
be can do more exactly what be was attempting in tbe first 
book: namely, to e:rit1c1ze tbe impotence ot certain social 
institutions 1n their cherished American torms.•4 Tbougb I 
agree that Updike is pointing to· tbe inadequacy ot sc,o1al 
institutions in this novel, I will withhold d1seuas1on 01' 
·1ib1s issue until my· ·treatment ot· the· second novel under 
cbns1deration, Rabbit R~dux, ai11oe it is my intention to 
sbow tbat tbe author's primary toous in both novels center, 
on man's role in and· responsibility for eociety and 1 ts · 
institutions. rather tban a mere exposure ot· tbe inad·e-
quac1es involved'. tbarein. 
'\ 
lt any rate, the surge of s·e1t~cont1dence· prompting. 
.. 
' 
·Ba:rr,.·, 8 conclusion tbat otbers will pay tbe price foF bis 
ac·tions does not last long. Like every otber boost to ·b1a· 
•. "','1 
. 1 •. , ,r 
ego. Ruth lose,:·· ber ·nove1·t1. . . .. Harr7•s return after tbe 
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birth ot bis daughter does not represent a real c·bange .in bia · 
·outlook, however; be is merely ~njoying the ~ensstion1 of yet 
another proof of his· righteousness. Harry is not 1nsensi tive 
to tb• auftering be bas. caused, nor is be ready to continue 
bis life w1 th Janice on a new· understand·ing ot this lite 1 • 
·1 
. 
meaning and value. He does feel guilty and he woul.d like to 
be happy w1 tb Janice, but his re-salution 1n returning boin.~ 
arises from tbe same reaaons·tor wbicb he 11 'glad to attend 
a service at Eccles' church: •wot merely out of attection 
tor Eccles, though there's that; but because be consider• 
himself happy, blessed, forgiven, and wants to give thanks" 
(p. 195). 
·• . 
Harry's motivea·rema1n tied up· with his 1llus1oils ot 
personal infallibility; his return is rigbt because tbe 
... 
teeling that accompan1ea it is good@ Wben lceles' wife 
-
8 bas · ja1zed him" ( p. 202), following tbe ·1p1acopal serviee·,· 
l!arl'Y' expects Jani·e·e to provide a similar· excitement, and, 
wben s·he proves unable or ·unwilling to complete tbe mood 
Wbicb ·tu<Jy bas begun in him, be l8ilVE9"S,~)ber. @DC@ again. After 
Rebecca June's d·eath,· Harl'J" seeks another feeling., amotber 
: - . _... - . -····· ·_ .. ,..,,.,., ..... _.... . . 
eaoape· from tbe· re·spona1b111 ti· be bo.lds ·to· tac·e· bimsel.t' and 
bis wite: "Rabbit· ·resent• ber b~.ing ab1e to 1r·a1k; resents 
bar not dying ot re.morse· and mbame. Wba.t kind.·ot grie·f. ··1a · 
\? - -it that perm1 ts them to walk? Tbe sense of their tbiek 
'bodies fuat going on, wrapping their hearts in n1imbneaa 
' . 
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and Im.all needs angers bim" (p. 235). H~rry, a1 alwa71, 
. . 
wants to ignore, thsir 11 tb1ck bodies" and "small na>eds," but 
this is wbat bumanit1 :ls. He blames bum.an weakness aa tbe 
cause ot· ·tbe traged1, yet refuses· to acknowledge it 1n blll-
selt. His reaction 1s negative rather than constructive. 
Be decides tba.t ''bate suits him better than forgiveness. 
Immersed in bate he doesn't ·have to do anything; be can be 
paralyzed, and· the rigidity ot batred makes a kind of 
J • 
shelter .tor him" (p. 238). Again it beeomes .appal'ent that· 
Barry is incapable of sharing in a human relationship even 
at such a critical time. Since he can no J.onger rely on 
the 10,fe of others· to .feec1 bis hunger for selt-love, be 
uses tbe1r bate to freeze any self-doubt that may begin to 
take 1 ts place. Ord'1nar111, 1 t would seem incredible to 
the ·reader that a man c·ould put sucb faith in his own feel-
ings, especially after such ·a tragedy. ·ye·t tb1s reac·t1·on 
.1s aim.ply retlex motion tor Harry. I't is there.tore meeea·-
aary to dete,-rmine the p~ecise value tbat 'Harry-' s feelings 
bold tor. h-im and the manner in wh ieh tbey are able to con-
vince ·him ot his rigbteouinesa. 
Firs·t ot all, Harry• s feelings· center :more around bo·pe 
·· than any conscious ·effort, and tb1a ·bope t·hat drives bim 
_b·olda a pai;atict1lar appeal: it can n0v®r be @ntirely tul-
1'1lled and. conaequentl7, Harr,- can nev·er be· proven wrong.· 
' 
For Harry-• s hope is directed toward· the ·existence ot God 
i8 
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and ot a divine system of ju·stice and r·e·tribution. •H1a · 
teeling tbat there is an unseen world is instinctive, and 
more or hi~ actions than anyone suspects ©onstitute trans-
actions with it'' ( p. 195). Tbat tbe existence of God oan 
n•ver be unquestionabl7 proven certainly does not constitute 
'•. ~ 
· a reason· tor denying His existence, nor does it provide a 
clean excuse for everything tbat man cares to d·o; tb1s 
latter ·manner of thinking (which can scarcel1 be called 
•bel1e.r•) strips man of all respo·ns1b111 ty and assumes tbe 
existence of a sort of divine determinism through which.all 
4 .M • 
that happens in the world is seen to be the will ot God.-
Real belief in God demands some creative e.ftort-on tbe part 
of the individual in order to determine the ditterence be-
tw•en right and wrong in everJday situations. 
·s1nce tbe·existenee of a divine system cannot be 
' proven, tbe choice 1s entirely up to HarrJ whet.her to 
·believe or not. It might seem tbat H&rry would want to 
tlee from such a decision, yet Updike bimaelt tells. us· tbat 
Hai-ry1 s belief "in an unseen world 1a instinctive. 11 - Hal'ry 
does not dislike action; he dislikes bav-ing to act wben 
bis feelings are not <;learly po·inting tbe_ ,~ay. Consequently;. --· 
,Harry cbooses· to believe and 1n a re·sponsible manner. He· 
does not use God as a $capegoat, 7et be does accept'bis 
b~liet in God as a fo~ndation ·ror bis d~c181on~; ie'~, he 
a~ri••• a adrt,of divine direction 1m tbe f&elings tbat are 
.. , 
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responsible tor his dec1s1ons. · ·Essent1a11·1, then, tb11 
belief itm reailc:)~tbere is at least a minimuni or creative 
effort involved and a dec1s1on-m.aking p·rocess ea regards 
right and wrong. The probiem ar.1ses trom tbe tact tbat 
Harry's dec1a1on-mak1ng process is.baaed entirely on feeJ. .. 
1ng rather than reflection. Harry ignores tbe real-life 
., 
circumstances that are 1nextr1cablJ bound up in bis de--
cisions, ~d justifies him.self totally on the feeling of 
-
righteousness which be experiences from having listened to 
his own supposedly inspired feelings. He refuses to follow 
tbrougb on bis sense o~ what is right for ·b1m with a ra-
tional consideration of real human problems and tbe con-
sequences his actions w111 entail, a consideration wbicb 
nearly every theology automatically involves simply by 
virtue ot 1 ts being concerned with human beingi1. 
In effect, Har·r1 creates his own God, his own religion, -
but his notions of God.are so uncertain and ambiguous as 
to destroy any potential usefulness with regard to par-
ticular points and questi_OI!2.I• Instead, Harry reg.ards bis 
feelings as tbe benefits of his belief,. the re·sults of bis 
•transactionsi:t with the •unseen world.• And yet is not 
-
this certainty-based-on--unce.rtaint7 tbe pattern of- all 
religious bel1ets? Harry;s outlook is merely.an extreme 
torm in .tbat bis brand of certainty is achieved more easily 
than tbat ot most. It .. is very important to note that 
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nowbere does Harry• a outlook oppose tbe basic and "no·rmal" 
drives and behavior patterns ot all bum.an. beings. His at-
. 
. 
titude is the product or a beigbtened or exaggerated re-
sponse ratber than a fundam~ntal delusion or inadequacy. 
Since uncertainty bores and eventually frightens him, he 
extracts a false certainty more·readily and carelesslJ than 
most. 
r 
~ Harry dislikes any action, then, which is not fulfill-
ing ji1 his own private way. 'fbe duties ot: a middle-class 
marriage are therefore. repu.gnant to· blm; tbey appear to'··· 
entrap him. Perhaps the most consistently present sensation 
Harry experiences throughout tbe stor7, indeed the one which 
causes bim to run away in tbe til'st place 9 is this feeling 
ot being trapped, restricted in tbe exercise of his natural 
a'b1'11 ty and .toroed to settle !er less than bis due. A good 
eKample of this reeling of entrapment and of tbe manner in 
• J 
, which a cbange of context or circumstances· can al~er Harry•• 
attitude occurs·· wben we tollow bis thoughts as be watcbe·s 
Janice trying on clo,tbea to wear at the funeral ot their . 
dead ebild: "'she does have a plumpness, a .sweet plumpness· 
. that pleases bi.me 
straightens up and her smeared .trant1c·tace·b1ots out his 
pride ot possession. Sbe becomes a 11ab.111ty tb·at ·painf'ull7 
we1gbts the b~avinese already below his chest" (pp. 236--37). 
A• already noted. Harry vants to believe in bisteelingli 
'.: ·21 
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· as expressing God' a will tor bim, 'but t·be rules and customs 
of· society would thwart tbe realization of these feelings. 
He feeis that things should turn out a ·certain way, but 
..: . - -~:.. ·-
. .., 
when he is forced to act in order to eff'ect these desired • 
results, he feels compelled to con.form. to society's life-
style, a a tyle in wbicb his "higher" talents have no place. 
This objection wb:lcb Harry has to following through in order 
1h 
to achieve his goals a;i.so applies to his attitude toward 
re~~gi~n. For instance, when watching· Eccles conduct the· · · 
.· lCpiseopal se·rvioe, "Harry has nci taste .for the dark, 
tangled, visceral aspect ot Christianity, the 'going 
. 
through' quality of it, the passage 'into• death and sut-
rering that redeems and inverts these things, like an 
umbrella blowing inside out. He lacks the mindful will 
to walk tbe straight line ot a paradox. His eyes turn 
toward tbe light however it glances into ·his retina" (p. 
197). 
Tbis •going tbroug·b qu·ali ty or it" 11 tbe point to 
whieb Harry objects wi tb regard to tbe lite be and. Janice 
must lead att·er tbei·r baby's death: \IThe sense ot their 
C 
' 
.-·tbie'k. ~odies just going on, wrapping their be arts in nUllb-
mess. and small needs: a;g~as l,J1m11 (p. 235). Obviously., .tbe 
.. 
. bumble, perseve~ing, dutiful attitude expected ot b:lm atter 
.. such a tragedy leaves little room for the satisfaction of 
.· 1fa.r171 a private lcleals. · ll&rry sees tbe ngo!ng tbrougb" 
•.. 
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quality of things, whether in his job, hja religious duties, 
or his role as husband and father, as a betrayal or these 
ideals. Consequently, he 1s completely cut ott in bis inter--
eats and goals trom his family •nd society. As.- Gerry 
·Brenner points out, "Rabbit bas no chums. Hia al1enat1on 
-·. 
is quite total."s 
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Barry's Alienation: Ego vs. Absolute 
Harrr does not eonscioualy Judge bim1elf to be "superior" 
to most people, i.e., on a comparative basis. But because 
he is so wrapped up in his· own world, be ·doesn1 t take note . -----c 
· ~/ of tbe lives of others. In answer to Harry• s surprise that 
she 1a pregnant, Ruth ·answers, ·n, God, yes. Wby den' t you 
f .. 
i' 
.. 
' :~ f 
look outside your own pretty skin once in a while?'" (p. 250). 
Aside from Harry' a perseverance in following bis own feelings· 
and avoiding hypocrisy, we are gt ven no real e-vidence of any 
superiority'. We know that be exbihited a grea~ deal ot 
talent on tbe basketball court, but this is of 11ttle.1m-
po:rtanee witb regard to human qualities. Ratber it is a 
particular -gift, a talent, evidence ot an underlying, uni-
' - -
ve·rsally human potentialitJ, wbicb can be expressed in many-
other f orm.s. 
. ' 
The point ii that., since meat of tbe it·or7 is told trom 
larl"7•s point of view, i.e., Harry es tbe center ot con-
1ciouaneas, we a:.e forced to view tbe other characters and 
' . 
reality- in ge'neral, almost entirely as be sees them: "ror 
tbeir value with· reg·ard to himself. · Obviously, all bum.an 
beings behave in this way. but to a lim:llcb less total degree. 
Jobn A. Ward Observes that 0 Tbe cbaraeters in Updikel s novela 
are just as sol1pa1atie a-a tbose in tbe stor1e·a. -Fo:r them 
.· •• well#· human society is unreal unless converted by the 
.. 
-......-.-,------------------------------------....... 
/. 
,· 
I I' 
, 
,·;-:i, 
V 
mind; and in tbe novels the contlicta arise from tbe claab 
of fantasies. The fantasies grow from the universal as-
" 
aumption that nothing baa meaning unless it af'teots the 
private ego • "l 
ls Ward implies, to Harr7 tbe aielt, tbe ego is allJ. 
. ·, . 
iaportant. Bven in tbe rare moments in which he teela con-
siderate of others, it is they wbo must aet, they wbo must 
understand him. At his daughter's graveside, tsben Harry 
auddenlJ .feels full or strength at tbe thought that be bas 
put Rebecca June in bea·ven., be tries to explain the simple 
truth ot tbe child's death anif the events that surrounded 
it to the others. -But--hls pronouncement of forgiveness and 
' 
subsequent attempts to explain the private vision whicb 
:·: .' ·:.: . .. . 
prompted this outbura·t come out as· an accusation against 
Janice~ and .sbe retreats tram b1m in pain. ttHis .face burns; 
:forgiveness bad.been big in bis heart and now it's hate. He 
bates· ber dumb tace. She doesn·1 t aeeo She bad a cbanee to 
join him in the truth, just tbe simplest :tactual truth, an·d 
turned awaJ' in horror• (p. 244). Harry cannot understand 
. -
- -· --- ---· -·-
that every person·bas a consciousness of bis or her oWl'l. 
and tbat tbe' teelings and ideas which ariee in eve17 indi-
vidual conseiousneSs are·neceSaar1ly ot highest importance· 
to ·that individual, 1n tbe same way, t·bougb to· a leaser _ 
de·gree, as bis feelings ilr~ all important to him. At b·fs· -
·aaughter•a graveside, Harry merely repeats tbe pattern with 
. q. ... ·. 
" 
- -
. ' ___ ... 
i 
! . 
.• 
- ' . 
wbich tbe action ot the novel began: bis interference in 
tbe alley basketball game. As Gerry Brenner d@scr1bes tbe 
pattern, Harry "expects others to accept him as he is witb~ 
out trying to accomm.odate ·bimselt to the situation be 
2 
enters." When people cannot relate to Harey, he considers 
them to be "dumb,,~ or sgiainst bim 1n some wa1. 
~ . 
Though most critics admit that the society in whicb 
Harry Angstrom tinds him.salt is sbabb7 and inadequate in ·1ta 
, institutions, and that his perseverance and sincerity are 
~~·-- --- - .••. 
........ ,-·· ~. _ .. 
. ' 
• ••r ..... 
·~· . ..,_ ~ 
. . 
' "' ._ ... f 
••.••• • • •••. I' 0 I 
) 
·. admirable in comparison t6 society's values., tbey nevertbe-
· 1ess concur in thejr condemnation ot Harr,-•a almost total 
neglect ot his duties as a cit!·zen, a family man, · and a 
bmrian being. David Galloway, however,· states tbat, ''In 
consistently opposing the real! ty wbich be encounters,· 
Rabbit becomes an absurd hero, and because of tbe bigbly 
1p1r1tua1 devotion ot tbis gesture a·gain1t the world, be 
beeomes a iaint, although a saint ot a·very- special na-
ture. •3 Galloway observes tbat basketball al a "gBl'lle" 
.. 
1~volv1ng rules, rewards to~ dedication, and penalties tor 
.. 
wrong-doing 1llpl1es_. tbe- type ot separate, pure struggle in 
,. .. , ...... t,.. ....... 
., 
. ~ I..... ··=. 
which H~rr:r is engaged, and ·be quotes 'l'otbero•,-a words 
regarding the phrase, Dttbe will to acb1eve•n: 
- . .... -
. always liked ·tba t better than the Will to Win, tor tbex-e .. 
cin be achievement even in detest. Make them :r·eel the·, ,-e,., · 
.·t'·tb1.nk the word 1a good, tbe i aac~edn·e·ss• ot ·ae·b1evement~ 
•. 
·1n the form of giving our b·eat' n (p. 54) • Thus, says· . 
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Galloway, Harr7 ma1 win even 1n defeat: 6 Harry's intention 
is to find tbst world in which he can again experience tbe 
sacredness of acbievement. 0 4 
. 
. In ·bis naming Harr1 a saint, t feel· tbat Gallowa7 1s 
overlooking otber important aspects of the book in favor 
ot a single pbilosopbieal line of thought tbat ls mean·t to 
contribute to, rather than atand out from, t·be rest of the 
... J~ 
novel. Though I agree tha. t Upd:tke 1s pointing to tbe- in-
---
ade·quacy or certain social institutions, among them organized 
Obr1stian1ty, I would maintain tbat this eriticism, like tbe 
.. 
autbor•S delineatiOn of Harry as "vict:tmized by life 1ts&lttt5 
(as Gal.loway phrases 1 t), works more towa1•d an-::·everall focus· 
on tbe real-li~e reapons1b111t1es of modern man and t·be 
potential he bolds to effect a radical change than toward-
an 1llustrat1on of tbese two more 1uperf1c1al points. I 
will treat this idea in mucb greater detail with regard·to 
Rabbit Redux, wbicb, 1n my opinion, clearly illustrates the 
process bJ wbioh man might effect sucb change. Rabbit Redux 
theretore completes the lesson implied through demonstration 
- · .. ··- .· .. -... 
.. - "' .. 
,7 
from a negative point of ~1ew 111 the earlier novel. 
.. 
' . 
Robert ·netweiler d1sag~~es completely w1t·h--G~ll·owa1," 
claiming that ttRabbi t 1s not, 1 t should be emphasized, an 
· · ant1-bero, Ex1atential1st or otberwis(!) o" Nor, continues 
I 
-
Detweiler, 1·s be "a l'&dica·1 iridiv1dual1st, tt nor "an ult!-
~ ... 
~ately lovable rascal wbo disgu1ses a stellar nature '.behind 
27 
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· the scrapes that involve b1m, • or ''the rugged common man, 
unspectacular but 'true blue' of the American myth. He· is 
a weak-willed conformist, not a rebel. Irresponsible, un-
dependable, and gutless, be is tbe quintessence of the··non• 
,.6 bero •• • • cast in the ironic mold. • • 
In labeling Harry a conformist, Detweiler brings two 
important poin~s to light. First, be establishes the nature· 
of Harry' a a·tti tude aa .fairly common among human beings . 
~ 
despite the seemingly extraordinary lengths to wbieb he 
carries 1 t in bis behavior; and, second, ·h/e points to tbe 
\ 
element of self-deceit 1n this attitude, which allows 
lla.r:ey to believe that be bas .risen above me.re conform! t1 
to society's ways. Intent on pursuing a private ideal in 
o~der to find love, Harry makes the same m1stake that many 
bum.an beings make in their searches: he anticipates the 
prospective happiness until be is deceived about its actual 
natuPe. He .forgets tbat :l.deal happiness is achieved on.t.y 
through special effort and sel.f-acceptance on tbe part ot 
·tbe individual, and he S8SKS f.;o Win this acceptance from 
others. Consequent11. Ha.r.ry has no basis fo.r a :response 
< 
to love from others, though be is c·on·stantly 1n search ot·'-
tbis love. · Instead, be attempts to satisfy 'bis ego in a 
number e:f different ways» supposing ,this ego-gratification 
to be the source of.the happiness· wbieh bis ideal1 have 
promised b1m. ·-·-· ,,.,, The sad part is tbat all 11.e.n ba,re tbe poten .. 
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tial for this ideal state or happiness s1mply by reason ot 
their being human. The picture that emerges fPom Rabbit, 
Run, then, primarily through the ohal'acterization ot Harry 
Angstrom, is ironically one ot people s.truggling to achieve 
a state of normalcy by trying to live up to their talse 
individual notions o:f wbat that state is. Harry dissociates · 
bimselr from tbe rest ot humanity tbrougb a preoccupation 
w1tb his own ego, wbieb causes bim to ignore bis limited, 
~ . 
imperfect condition as a human ·being. Harry is therefore 
unable to evaluate himself and his desires in tbe oorrect 
perspective since be is mistaken 1n bis notion of bum.an 
nature with regard to himself. 
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Run to Redux 
. I 
Before look1mg at tbe precise manner 1n which Barry 
attempts to extract love from others in order to fill the 
gap left by his own lack of self~love~ one mu1t examine the 
way in wbiob this absence of aelf .. love becomes man1rest in 
Harry-•s relationship to tbe institutions of society. Thi·a 
~ 
relationship can be described as circular. consisting of two 
reciprocal parts: first, Harry's failure in bis personal 
res·ponsib111t1es establishes him as a weak link in society; 
and., second., society• s 1nst1 tutions prove ineffectual when 
tbe7 should be of service to b1m. For the sake ot clarity .•. -
I will discuss this second phase rirst, with regard to 
Rabbit, Run; the overall process is illustrated in Rabbit 
-~-'-.lledux. 
Harry's fault lies not 1.n bis preoccupation with a per-
1ona1 ideal, but in bis selfG)imposed iso..Lation .from tbe rest ····t---
of 1ociet1, wbose imperfection be can quite.easily observe • 
Harr1' s aversion for tbe bypocr1··ay ot society is commendable• . 
but tbe 1nsecur1 t1 wbicb causes him to run trom it in teal' 
· iaatber than to work tow-ard change is the crucial element. 
Tb!s insecurity provides tbe negative impetus toward tbe 
· 1bortcut in bis search ,wbicb proves so 'harmful to· Harry, tor 
it prompts him to ignore his own bum.an imperteotion, tearing 
it, as he does., as the cause of eontorm1ty,· b,-pooriay, and 
)o 
• 
- . '·' -, ... 
_r ,, 
, • , ' I - '· 
' . 
' 
;-_...,:. 
,, 
all that be deema lifeless and second-rate. As a l'esult, 
Harry refuses to see bimselt in any terms but the ideal and 
therebJ denies bis human nature, without which bis absolute , 
self cannot exist. 
In every human being, then, an ide·al selt, an absolute 
value exists, simply because one is a human being. Eacb 
aan has the potential to re-create himself in the image ot 
thi#J .. absolute; ye·t, because of bis human weakness, be can 
I • •. 
su·c~eed only to a partial degree. Tbat man is limited to 
only pa1lt-ial success· is certainly not a reason to abandon 
tbe effort, however, sine~~ the c·.loser one comes to a reali-
zation ot bi1. ideal self, the bappie~ be will be. The 
behavior pattern that emerges, therefore, involves a gap 
aetween intention and action, and a good deal can·be·ob--
served about a particular type o~ bum.an action--tbe creation 
ot social and religious 1nst1tut1ons--by a more in-deptb 
consideration of tbis-,-patterm. Just aa an ideal exists be-
bind eve:ry action 1;bat man pertorms, so too is tbe social 
institution intended to fulfill· ari -i~e:il purpose: generally 
speaking, to satisfy the needs of the eom.nmntty. But since 
tbe actions o.r man usually tall abort ·· ot their ideal pur--
, ·, ;·c r •.•. --'-- : ... , . • •. ,;, , , 
pose, the institutions that man ea·tablisbes must likewise 
emerge as imperfect, and, consequently, tbey·Will be unable 
____ to fulfill all of aoeiet71 s needs. 
· In Rabbit1 Run. Upd.ike ·demonstrates tbe 1ne:ttect1veneas ·. · 
. I 
... 
' j -. 
, .. :, '.:~. :. . ·?: ' . 
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of several o~ society's institutions, particular11 organized 
religion, but his criticism is aimed not s·o much at these 
institutions themselves as at man's use of them. For it is 
tbe failure to regard 1nst1 tutions bonestlJ, as 1m.perfect 
realizations ot an ideal, that, first of alltf magriitiea tbe 
limitations of these institutions in tbe eyes of man, and, 
secondly, inhibits their growth toward greater etteet1·veneas 
because ot a sort ot sanctional negligence. In other words, 
man is not able to perceive tbe type ot assistance tbat is 
already available in these social institutions, and be is· 
led to believe that their improvement, with regard to indi-
vidutlr1needa, is. impossible, sin,ee tbey are already beld to 
·-
' 
embody the ideal. Consequently, society's institutions 
offer neither bel.p in tbe present no:r hope for tbe future; 
efforts toward ebange are regarded as either useiess or 
barmtul. 
Tbou.gb Harry Angstrom' 1 religious beliefs are b!a own., 
be does derive a great deal of support .from the estab111bed 
cb·urcb, regarding it as at least. r~presentat:ive of bis ,own 
belief. Wbile on bis way to cburcb on Sunday, Harr7 ''hatea 
all tbe'peopl.e on tbe street in dirt7, eve17da1 elotbea, 
advertising ·their belief t~at tbe world arches ·over a pit» 
I 
. that a·eatb is final, that tbe wandering thread of bis though~ · 
leads nowhe:re'' ( p. 196). To Harry, sucb people are liteleaa 
puppets, refusing or 11nable to ex.pel'ienoe tbe ·energr. and 
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con:tidence that give bim so much plea:sure. The mere pl'esence 
of a church encourages nim, as evidenced by his reaction to 
tbe circu·lar stained-glass window 1 in tbe church across .from 
-Ruth' a apartment. T"bis window appears to Harry as -"a bole 
. ' . .... \ 
_; 
~ punohed in reality to show tbe ab_stract br1· · 1.ance burning 
underneath. He :feels gratitude to the builders of this 
ornament, and lowers tbe shade on it suiltily" ( P• 69). 
With regard to Harry's impression of a brilliance as present 
"underneath" tbe "bole in real1 ty., 0 Rachael Burchard points 
out that., •At tbe moment ot 'bis first complete break witb 
conform ty, bis first encounter wi tb Ruth, Rabbit turns to 
a cburcb window which becomes a symbol of bis intuitive 
(not -learned) hope •••• It is not in the church but 
tbrougb it, perhaps be1ond it that one will find an •abstract 
brilliance', something better than tbe city's reality or tbe 
chureh's traflitiona~ promise. Rabbit vaguely teelstbe 
. l 
direction be must take; be does not understand it. 0 
Burchard empbas_izes that tbe cburcb 1 tse~ and, b:y 
extens1on, organized religion, are merely representative 
et Harr_y,• s belief and the object ot tbat belief; tbe church 
is useful to Harry only as a symbol of religiou--s· truths, 
but 1 t can be useful. In the final pages, however, organ-
ized rel1.g1en fails him, wben he again seeks reassurance 
' ..... ,., . 
... __ ... _. from tbe circular window: "Afraid, really afxaaid, be re-
111embera wbat once consoled him by seeming to make a bole 
r· 
. -I - ... , ~ . --~ 
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where be looked ·tbroligb into underlying brightness, and 111'ti 
:bis e1es to tbe churcb window. It is, because of cburcb 
poverty or tbe late summer nights or just carelessness, un-
lit, a dark circle 1n a stone tacadett (p. 254). Aa Burchard 
notes, Rarey "bas given up all guidance otbe~ tban intuition. 
He has made his decision: be will accept rejection and con--
tinue bis lonely searcb."2 Tbough Harry bas accepted re-
assurance trom organized religion in the.past. he has not 
examined his response to this reassurance. He tla·s not 
realized that the Church is helpful to bi~ 1n a certain way 
and could be more so it be would avail himself ot the op-
I 
portunity. As Burchard points out, Harry 9 s response is one 
ot feeling, or·1ntu1t1on; be does not thinko Ha:rr7 con-
tinually requires reassurance; the Church is a means tor 
providing tb1s reassu:rance. But whenever Barry does regain 
bis confidence, be rorgets everything but tbe recovered 
illusion of an ideal. self. Consequently, when be looks to 
be eonsoled l>7 tbe church window in tbe final pages, Harry 
once m.ol'e seeks to be saved without having to expend an7 
• 
ettort. He desires simply tbe t·eeling tbat be is r1gbt. 
rather tban proof ef it wb1eb requires a "going tbrough• 
pr0cess. · 
Tbe religious guidance ottered by Rev. icclea ia 
&.bJ.ilarly 1net~ectual9 but tbs minister is partly to blame. 
·Ec·eles provides merely an occasion tor Harry to express his 
. ' ":,_. 
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... own views, because tbe rules and way of lite demanded by 
~·- .. . ,.. . ~ 
the established cburch are just as sheltering and unrealistic 
as, the dictates of Harry's attitude. Just as a gap exists 
'(} 
. between intention and act in Harry's attitude that takes 
tbe form of a shortcut whereby Harry -ignores .:th·e- ,0 go1ng 
.. 
through" quality of life in his pursuit o-r the ideal, so 
too do society's institutions neglect tbe real needs ot man . --
caused by his imperfect condi t1·on, A.a David Galloway ob-
serves, "Eccles bas chosen to deny Rabbit'~ quest bec~use 
. 
~tis foreign to the neat theological patterns into which 
tbe :minister bas organized bis lif'e."3 
Eccles sees truth as implicit in Cbr1st1an1ty, but he 
goes no :further 1n his search for it, believing that blind 
obedience to tbe Church's laws is all that is necessary for 
man• s peace or mind. When Harry seeks forgiveness by go·ing 
to Cburcb, there is no need to exercise any creative intel-
ligence, for all that is required of him is that be conform 
I 
·-
to previously establisbed laws and customs. ' Harry's problem, 
like tbat ot most people, is tbat be tends to use sucb laws 
and cu$toms as a sort of sbel ter against the need ;to- think. 
-Blind obedience to any law robs . the it'ct ot 1 ts meaning and 
the individual ··of the chance to use his creative intelligence, 
t'J:ie same creative intelligence responsible .for making tbe 
' .. 
,.--~-, laws in the .first place. And this sort ot blind obedience 
ia really the only alternative 01'.fered to Harry by society 
r .. ' 
I• 
'I - l• 
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and its institutions. . . ~.. . In a ·,ense, tben, ·the type of Cbris-
tianity proposed to Harry by Eccles is •iooking for a rain-
bow" because it focuses on tbe ideal and ignores the real 
needs of the people. Eccl®s doss iipass out opium at ser .. 
vices• in the metaphoric sense, or at least tries to, since 
he denies the element of individual responsibility tbat 
alone can make bum.an action meaningful. 
Bef'ore the institutions ot society can prove ;,.completely 
inadequate to the individual, however, be must tail in his 
per~onal responsibility to societ7, and this is the first 
.. ..,.~ 
phase of tbe circular relationship betwee·n society and the 
·1ndividual tbat I described earlier. Tbe actions that 
point to Rarry1 s failure as a member of soeiet1 are easily 
recognized, beginning w1tb his flight .t'rom bis home and 
job, but his underlying attitude is the real cause of tbia 
failure. As already mentioned, Harry's alienation results 
from an obsession with bis personal potential, wbicb causes 
him to dis!'eglrd bis own bum.Sn im.per.tection. Yet aside from 
the opinion or himself tb·at this obsession creates, tbere 
11 also Harry9 s attitude toward others to be considered. 
In ~!.• search to realize an ideal self, Harry sees b·imself 
aa set apart trom otber people because be cannot recognize 
evidence of sucb an ideal in these people to correspond to 
bis own., In other words, Harry is aware or others only as 
they are imper:f'eet; and ju·st as be tails to extend this 
,. t . ' 
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imperfection tc,billlaelt, so doea·be ne·glect to admit ot an 
absolute human value in others. This attitude constitutes 
real selfishness because Harry denies the existence ot an 
essential individual importance in every person. 
As a l'esult ot this attitude, Harry teel1 no obligation 
to other men; be feels rree to pursue his private ideal. 
Tbe "touch of deatb'' attributed to bim by Ruth lies in his 
refusal to accept responsibility :for his oltfn life as a bum.an 
being, which means that others mus_t npay bis price." Though _, 
Harry' a attitude ma7 at :tirst glance appear to be· retlect·&ve 
of power and control, his position is actuallJ one ot weak- . 
ness. Tbough be att~mpts to concentrate on bis absolute 
inner value, Harr1' a refusal to accept his human .. condition 
makes a realization of this absolute value 1mpc,ss1ble. Harr7 
betrays bis absolute selr through bi• lack of self-acceptance, 
and struggle instead to sat1sf7 bis ego in order to re·acb a 
2 E-a= il"larn 
degree of self-acceptance. Yet be believes tbat the man he 
bas become since bis flight from conventional r&spons1b111t1ea 
• 
is his ideal self, and this selt-d.ecept1on is tbe harmful 
element in Harry's outlook. 
-
·Harry doesn't kill; be simply allow:s things· to die--
' •• J 
Yalu••, relationships, even people~-wbile be attempts to 
live tbe role be judges to embody lll1a private ideal. Human 
impezatection demands tbat mall_ build and direct bis own lite, 
struggling toward perfection ·rather than ~imply existing in 
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an illuaion ot it. Harrr demands an- ettortleaa·exiatence, 
less cowardly per·bapa than the lives of those who would 
simply follow blindly the laws of society and their religion, 
but just as unreali~tie» since Harry ~~1t rely on otbsrs to - ·· · ~· 
take tbe responsibility tor his actions. As noted earlier, 
b11 contacts with other people do not constitute true rela~ 
t1onships; they reveal patterns of dependence upon and 
interference with tb1se peopleo Since Harr7 lacks the selt-
leve necessary for a realization ot bis true identity, be 
i&iia in his responsibility to others which consists pre-
c1se1y ot sucb a realization. ·society is composed of indi-
viduals; only through individual awareness can society be-
come strong. Preoccupation witb tbe ego separates one man 
trom. anotbe·r, but it does not make bia a responsible in-
dividual. Attempts to gratitJ tbe ego create dependence 
among men, a dependence wbicb can never be satisfied. 
_ Ill bis article co~oerning spiritual crises in Ameriean 
. ' . / 
fiction, Robert De·tweiler compares Updike' a tbeolegical 
' - ' . 
position and view of aociet1, as be underat-nds· them, to 
tbose of Rbeinbold Niebuhr, referring to Gordon Harland' 1 1 
1nterpre.tat1~n of lfiebubr tor Specif'ic points. 4 Tbe to~us 
' 
..... 
~ ot Detweiler• s study·, a, be himself. de·s·cribes it, is 
Updike 9 a treatment in Rabb,1~...L.,,R:!J.P. of' these two themes: 
. . 
•the failure of tbe social institutions in tbe &iiKill 
Pennsylvania town and the dual· drives of· tbe protagonist 
. ' .,), 
, •,,, •• ,· p • ' 
I. . ' ~ 
. ' . 
I 
\ 
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toward 1rreapons1b111ty alld independence.•5 Wftb ·regard to 
... 
this second problem. Detweiler likens Harry Angstrom's inner 
. conflict to that described by Niebuhr as tbe illusion that 
"tbe egoism of in'tlividuals is being progressively checked 
by t·be development of nationality or the growth ot a re-
"6 t ligiously inspired goodwill ••• , a system ot -bought or 
religious creed, in other words, that ignores tbe real needs 
ot man by denying bis imperfect condition. Niebuhr's ap-
proac b involves _a deeper probe into tbe reality of human 
' " 
. ·-· 
existence than that ottered by tbe traditional Obr1st1an 
position. Niebuhr's solution, as described by Detweiler, is 
, "the concept of agape, wbieh is love as the 'impossible 
· possibility-•, the ethical. ideal wbicb can never work per-
fectly in ·society, but which must serve nevertheless as our 
. . .. . ·1 
motive amd basis ot action in social situations." 
. 'l'he aga.p~, dimension ot love iS! precisely that regard·· 
~or tbe absolute value of bum.an beingJ to wbiob I have been 
referring, a love made possible only by the- confrontation -
'-" ,., 
a~d ace.eptance of human .frailty as tbe taet ot· human 
existence. Failure to recognize this absolute human· value. 
results in tbe endless attempt to .gratify the ego, and 
. 
. ' . Detweiler notes that Updike, like Niebuhr, treats the 
cause of hum.an anxiety at1 tbe resu~ t of' the bum.an parad;ox. 
tbe retreat from :respon&IDibili ty into senaual1 ty anclf the 
8 ., 
asaert1o·n ot the individual's human independence 1n pride.• 
.·., 
' 
' 
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As Detwe11e·r explain•, th• buman paradox results 1'rom 
'. 
man•• dual nature, consisting of botb animal 1mpu1aes and · 
tbe capac1 ty to reason. Man 1a unable to completely ignore 
e1tber 0£ the aspects of his nature, nor is be always capable 
of separating the two in his own mind. Consequently, grat1~ 
tication ot his animal desires might, under certain circum-
stances. appear to be a neces1ar1 part of some bigher purpose, 
it only as a means of relief 1n tbe pursuit of this purpose. 
Sucb a confusion ot tbe two aspects of bum.an nature must also 
involve another, reciprocal sort of 'selt-dece1>"tion: man 
comes to believe .that bis higher purpose frees him from bis 
buman imperfection. In Detweiler' s words, 9 Man .falls 1nto 
pride when be seeks to raise his contingent existence to an 
unconditioned sigmitieance; b• falls 1nto sensuality when be 
seeks to es,cape from . bis unl:fm1 ted poss1b111 t1es of freedom, 
... 
trom tbe perils and responsib111 ties of . selt-determination, • 9 
I have already dealt at some length with the problem of 
. . 
Harpy's fall i~to pride; bis tall into s·ensual1ty-1s more .. 
obvious, yet no less· comp11cated in wbat tbis tau1 t implies,. 
~,a,i ,., 
· .Charles Tbomaa Samuels quotes Jobn Updike as saying tbat 
•our tundaaental anxiety is tbat we do not exist. Only in 
laing loved do we r·1:nd· external corroboration of· tbe su-
premely h1gb valuation each ego secretl7 assigns ·1.taelf. ttlO 
•'• 
·s1n,ce it is clea~ly Harry's goal tc .find "external. corrobora- · 
"' 
· t!on" ot bis· notions of bis ideal ·selt, it would seem· that 
' , 
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- bi• search tor love would be tar ·mor• deliberate and- per-
aevering than 1 t is. But ·tbe lo.Ye that Harry seeks 1s not 
really love, since the self tbat he bolds up to be loved 
1a not real in the first place. Therefore, Harry can never 
tind the complete reassu.rance. be seeks, but, 1ron1cally, 
it is ·be w·h0 terminates each individual relationship or 
atta~r, before be comes to a realization of tbe .futility 
of his search altogether. For bis own view of himself as 
elevated to an "unconditioned signitieance" cannot bold up 
indefinitely; it simply isn't real. Consequentl7, Harry's 
need for corroboration and security emerges in an attempt 
to satis.fy his an_imal instincts, particularly his sexual 
drive, which be is nonetheless certain will bring him tbe. 
n 
- bigbel' love and secur1 ty he seeks. Detweiler points te 
11 the initial bedroom scene with Ruth, in Which 'he makes 
love to ber as be would to his wife' (p. 71)," as a prime 
example of this confusion between the two aspects ot human 
11 
nature described earlier. . . -- I. 
Furthermore., Detweiler notes that "Both Janice and 
.Ruth are asb{\med of their bodies and of themselves when 
involved in the sexual &ct with Rabbit." This 'Sha.me spl"ings 
,from Harry• a idea tba t be bas risen above bis human imper-
t I I I 
tections-, or animal instincts, causing hi.m to reg•l'd tbe 
mere means of sexual relief as nonetheless still meaningful 
to him. Detweiler o·,tlls attention to Jan1ee 1 s retuail toi' 
.. 
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indulge Harry's sexual appetite tbe evening atter be.has been· 
excited by Lucy Eccles and paraphrases Niebuhr in· stating 
that tbe reason for this rejection "is the instinctive 
~ 
awareness o~ a passion that bas been divorced from the tran-
... · · 12 
scendent," i.e., an awareness that she is being used as a 
sexual object. 
feeling. 
And Janice's own self-pity heightens tbis 
Besides seeking security in sex, Harry also uses sex 
as an anodyne, an attempt to escape at least momentarily 
trom his inner turmoil, and to give bimselt another chance. 
In a separate study from .:the one j·ust dealt w1 tb, Detweiler,~:..-. 
- t· ~ 
i 
offers an example of Harry's use of sex as anodyne in bis 
feelings toward ·Ruth in tbe final pages of the novel: nif 
·; be can just onee more bury himself in ber he knows he' 11 
come up with his nerves all combed" (p. 253). 13 
:__:._ .., I 
Detweiler also observes tbat in the final pages, tbe 
presence in soma way or all the women connected with Harry 
· works 11 to overwhelm Rabbit with a surfeit of tbe figures 
ot- his sexual· quest- but 1n a manner that robs him or its 
goal, ot the comfort and torgettulness it should provide.•14 
-Tbe illusion in Haz-ry's view of himself and otbers·is made 
,. 
·painfully clear botb to tbe reader and to Harry,. who sud-
denly .finds himself gl.uttedwith only tb8.external trappings 
ol t~ lo~ ~nd sec~ity be bas been seeking. 
That Harry must tail to find tbe· ·1ove be needs is the 
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only poaa1ble result o~ b1s yielding to bis animal 1nst1nota, · 
despite any bigber mot! ves w·1 th which be might have con-
! 
tused this surrender. Purely sexual love is only an attempt 
to gratify the ego, an attempt which shuns the responsibility 
or aelt-determ1ned action and allows animal drives to gain 
control. When the sex act is over, no satisfaction other 
than physical can be felt, since no external corroboration 
ot a higher value in the individual has been made. All con~ 
cern tor this bigber aspect of bum.an nature is pushed aside 
- n..i "'·• ··-
while the ego attempts to grat·11'7 1 taelf. Tbe individuals 
involved, therefore, gain no insight into themselves. They 
are left with tbe same needs, tbe same :rears, and tbe same 
unanswered questions that plagued tbem before their sexual 
encounter, and theJ emerge only a little more hardened, 
their questions defensively ·transfol".med into false con-
e·luaions, since they bave missed their opportunity to seek 
- tbe answerso 
An excellent ex&mple of· just suc,·b a reaction to a 
sexual ·encounter appears fairly late in Rabbit Reaux, the 
sequel . to Updike I s original story of ''Rabbit'' Angstrom. 
Har.ry has just made love to Peggy Fosnac·bt, both realizing· 
\ :.I• __ i-
tbat they have little in common besides t·beir 1·onelinesa: - . i·r· ,~ ·• ' 
"Sbe comes one beat a·bead of bim~ a cool solid tbump ot a 
come tbat let~ him bit bome without :fear of hurting ber: a-
fuck innocent ot madness. Then slides in tbat embarrassment 
. . . 
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ot atterwards--o.f returning discrj.m1nations, of the other 
re-ema~ging from the nruddl0 1 of sorting out what was bars 
and. what was yours, and who gets credit. 
., 
in tbe bot cave at the aide other neck. 
Be bides his face 
15 
' 'f bank you '.0 
Rabbit, Run ends with the haunting presence or a sur-
te1 t of sexual images reminding Harry of his failure to find 
the answers, and Updike's sequel portrays an American middle-
class society which, ten years later, bas nothing to offer 
· 1 ts people but the promise· ot a similar .abundance of sexual 
/ 
· indulgence, as empty of any higher rewards as the relation-
ship described above. Tbe aftermatb ot such an encounter 
-· wi tb 1 t, "returning discriminations" and sense ot "the 
. -- .~ 
other re-emerging .from. t~e muddle" points to tbe absence, 
during the act, of any t~anscendent sharing in the absolute 
nature ot bum.an beings. The "credit" assigned· a.tterwarda 
is the onl7 reward available, ·a prize as empty ot meaning 
aa the people who allow themselves to value it. In taot·, 
, Rabbit Redux. is a study, among other things, o'£ tbe way in - ~ 
•· 'I 
which illusions and talse values can pervade a soc1et1, and 
- ... 
ot tbe surprising t~~aeity w1t·b wbicb the people cling to 
/ 
these talse notions. Tbey/base certainty on uncertainty, 
., 
as ~id Harry· in Rabbita_ ·RuJJ., in an attempt to deny their, 
own contus·1en. The picture tbat emerges is one of society 
wi tb ~ fabricated, sligbtlf ott-eent·er view of tbe · uni-
verse, which allows man to approach truth only on a sort 
' . ' ' 
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ot parallel plane, coming close but never touobing. Thia 
qu.~stion ot psrspective is al.so of crucial importance to 
Harry's "return to health" since it is accomplished by a 
personal reordering of his own values through bis confron-
tation with people and ideas 1n society. Harry's true se1t 
re-emerges from the disguise be bad fabricated, as if it 
bad been there all tbe time awaiting tbe correct perspective 
before it could be realized. 
,. '!'be fall into pride._ and sensuality that cha.racterizes 
Harry Angstrom in Rabbit, Ru~ emerges as a national con-
dition--& mental disease of epidemic proportiona--in 
" Rabbi.t. Redux, particularly w1 th regard to sexuali t1. As 
Harry tells Charlie Stavros in tbe later novel, n,You 
know» you're just like me, the war I used to bee Every-
body now is like the way I used to 'be'" (pe 162). The 
society tbat sul'rounds Harry in Rabbit Redux has seen a 
lot in · tbe ten years between the two novels, and the cand'or 
with which Updike treats s·exual love in all its f'.orms works 
to convey this impress1·on. Yet, as Detweiler points out, 
The novel does not expl9i t 11~x, for i tSl ~®nsation 
value; .•• Instead. nostalgia, bt&na.lity, 
vulgarity, and obscenity com'bin0.to establish 
the atao~pb®JP® c:f n&ational deterior>Qtien; but · · - -, 
the7 are also a cause er the det~riorstiono 
Upd:ik@ vs An!eFie~ i~ n~w afflicted by a longing 
tor tbe t1ecuiait7 ct. the romanticized past tbat 
seems.in co.nt~adiction to the· mdventu~oumt> 
tut~ri$tic ~piFit imperative to the 1pac@=fige 
, mentif!lity; tbe country is eur\1ed by ~ poverty 
ot tbe. imagination and by a vulgarity off teste 
tbat aetray its .former high-minded bopes and. 
4S 
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-intentions; it 1a pervaded by an obscenity that 
debummnizes relationships on every levei and tbaf6 exposas the great cost of technological triumph. 
Harry's essential oharaeter has. remained consistent 
between the two novels, though circumstances in Rabbit Redux 
cause his behavior to change. And the same pressures and 
necessities that have caused Harry to return to his wife and 
take up a dull job in the printing trade have had a simi-
~· ·-
1 a r l y noticeable effect on society. Detweiler observes that 
11A sequel, carefully handled, is an ideal vehicle tor stress-
ing both continuity and change. Rabbit Redux not only 
oonveys both, but also shows bow they relate. 017 The senae 
··- ot continuity encl ·change of which Detweiler speaks is con-
veyed in many ways; the mere fact or Harl'J'' s pres·ence in 
tbe atmosphere o~ national deterioration is one of the more 
obvious. But more important is the quality of' the change 
in aociet1. HaPry is the center of consciousness through 
which we are able to observe society behaving in tbe same 
manner as the bored and frightened young man with the ntoucb 
ot deatb" 1·:a the earlier novel. As Harry exbibi tea a 
tendency to ler"'1ib1ngs die in Rabbit.a. B:qn, so .. now does 
1ociet1, in the sequel. Witb regard to the "crisis of 
language,". Detweiler calla attention to Harry's reaction 
wben be bears Nelson using four~lstter words,: 0 111 around 
bim, Rabbit bears language collapsing" ( p. 1.35) • 
" Tbe members of. societ7 are engaged in· ·a searcb r:er · · 
I • 
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aecurity similar to Harry's 1n Rabbit, Run, tbe result of 
which is tbsir tail into pride and aansuality. And, as 
Detweiler notes, "one seeks security either in continuity 
or in change.•18 Faced with the confusion and contradic-
tions of the times,· tbe people have fabricated psychological 
shells to protect themselves, whether through blind con-
formity to society's laws or the adoption of a radical 
philosophy. Continuity and. change. in their pure states are 
extremes of behavior, and in Rabbit Redux tbese extremes 
bavec:becmme ends in themselves. Harry, as the center o-£ 
consciousness, is once again a reflector ot society, but, 
as Detweiler implies, be bas tasted tbe falsity of bis il-
lusions earlier than m~st. For while he personified the 
general malaise of society in the earlier novel, Harry has 
now lost faith in his private dream and looks back from 
the only place that such extreme behavior can lead: tbe 
opposite extreme. Society's obange, too, is not so much a 
change as a pattern of progression. And tbe notable change 
in tbe atmosphere of American society is tbe :result of 
society• s re.fuaal to rec~gnize the latest. stage o:f this 
• 
progression: a pei-vading sense ot emptiness tbat c·anno-t 
-,be.'tdisguised by technology, no matter wbat its degree of 
advancement. 
, .. 
Rabbit., Run was successful in the early 1960• a 
among other reasons, because it showed Rabbit 
as a sad caricature of tbe American dreamer. 
. ··•' 
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Between that novel and its sequel the veey 
dream bas disintegrated; America has become its 
old self~ Rabbit, now caught in the tension 
between continu-ity and cbange 9 between a stub-born worship of the dream and a firsthand ex-
perience of its dissolution~ is not the sub-
stance of the caricature in Rabbit Redux but 
tbe one who absorb$ and ~eflects ito In tbis 
capacity, be is just as ~pt an agent for 
registering tbe mood of the late 1960 1 s and 
beyond 8S rb® W8S for tbe decade Of ~abp~~A Run. 
Through him9 Updike makes tbe composition ot a 
sequel seem not only plausible but almost 
requisiteol9 . · -
' ' 
Tbe transition from Harry's panic-stricken flight at 
~be end of Rappi~, Run to the picture of tbe soft, tired 
-middle-aged workingman introduced in Rabbit Redux could be 
deemed credible only if Harry's essential character re-
mained unchanged. Throughout tbe earlier novel, Harry baa 
been unable to believe in anything but the dictates of bis 
.fe-elings, and Updike allows his protagonist a remarkable 
eonsistency in this fundamental ebaracteristie, despite the 
obvious difference in Harry's bebavio~. Harry continues 
·to act according to his feelings; he is still honest witb 
bimselt, but be bas been forced by ciretimstances to ex-
perience new feelings. 
t~--~ 
The dit.ference in the structure or si tuati.on of tbe 
two novels provides a good starting point for a discussion 
of the overall d!f.ference, wbieh is essentially a pattern 
of progression. In Jtapbit, Run, Updike focuses on Harry• a _ 
quest. All of the people around bim, especially. Eccles, 
are tr71ng to understand or cope with him; they are trying 
48 
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to make bim conform to aoo1ety1 s prescrib~d way ot life, 
controlled by laws, manners, and religion. In Rabbit Redux, 
Harry is no longer the preoipitator of the action. He 
remains in his own home with his child 9 while others either 
come to him, as do Jill and Skeeter, or attempt to bring 
·him ·out. IJuchanan, one ot the Black employees at tbe Verity 
Press; Peggy Fos,nacbt, an old schoolmate now divorced and 
lonely; and Harry's father, Earl, all show an interest in 
Harry and a desire to involve themselves 1n bis life in one 
way or another. Detweiler summarizes tbe difference be-
,. 
tween the two novels in this way: "In ~abbit 1 ~n be ia 
tbe restless quester among those who wish him to remain 
constant; in Rabbit Redux he is tbe stubborn conservative 
among those who urge change. In the early novel, 1ron-
1eally, tor all of his struggle to change, he cannot; in 
tbe sequel, ironically, tor all of his struggle to remain 
20 tbe aame, be changes.• 
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V 
OonsistencJ in Tra~aition 
Like Rabbit, 
1
Rµn, Rabbit Redux begins with a look at 
Harry on his way home from work at the Verity Press in 
Brewer, Pennsylvania. He bas been back witb his wife and 
thirteen-ye_ar-old son Nelson for ten years now, and sud-
denly discovers, with the help of a c0mmunity grapevine, 
that Janice bas been sleeping with Charlie Stavros., who 
works witb her at her father's automobile dealership. 
-Given Harry's beavy reliance on his personal feelings. it 
would not seem realistic were be to undergo a change in ·bia 
outlook~ gradual or otherwise, without being driven to it 
by a particular experience or set of circumstances. And 
given also Harry's preoccupation with sexual love as a 
.,. 
source of security and relier from stress,_ his wite' a in-
~ . 
fidelity ~ould have a special sort of impact on him. It 
is therefore entirely credible tbat the totally instinctive 
creature seen a:b tbe end ot .Jtabbi t, Run would become less 
• p • -
certain of the value of his instincts as a result ot this 
experience. It is to be expected that Harry's realization · 
. that· be ba.s not been satisfying his wire s·exually would 
make ·quite a dent in his ego and very prooably break dowJi 
bis. selr-assurance with regard to other matters as well. 
This idea of self-assurance and certainty is an im-
portant one in Rabbit Redux. Tbe earlier novel presented 
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tbe picture of a man desperately bent on achieving a high 
degree of certainty about tbe meaning of him o'Wll life and 
ret repeatedly settling for a false certainty in his at-
tempts to gratify his ego. In Rabbit Redux Harry has ceased 
to hope for a higher meaning in lite; he bas abandoned his 
search for an answer and now stubbornly adheres to simple 
rules and opinions that are empty of tbe excitement bis 
former outlook aroused in bi~, but nevertheless sate, free 
from disappointments. For example, at the suggestion that · · 
bis son, Nelson, be allowed to b-uy a mini ... bike., Harry 
. typically, instinctively reacts against the idea: "'I 
' 
don't want him looking at mini-bikes. He I l.l get killed.' 
The other child his daughter was killed. The world is 
quicks·and. Find the straight path and stick to 1t11 (p. 37). 
Harry expresses a similar attitude in his conserva-
tive political stance and in bis outlook toward lite in 
general. Yet this same straight path bas proved itself to 
" . 
be a dead end more than once in Harry's past, as demon-
strated in RaE~i t, Rup, and tbis sequel pzaovides an ampliti-
cation of the lesson. After Harry bas foreed trom Janice 
a co~ession ot he:r 1ntid.el1 ty, tbe subject or Ha:r:ry' s 
• desertion of Ruth Leonard comes up, and Jan!ee expresses 
a long-harbored incomprehension ot his never having bothered 
to concern himself over Ruth's pregnancy. Harry replies, 
"' I tel t I sbouldn' t' • But be sees now in his wife' a dark 
........... ----1 ... , . 
\ 
. ' I•"':'~·~./- • :,~ ' 
.~.~ ' ,' 
and judging eyes, that tbe rules were more complicated, tbat 
there were·~ some rules by t-Sbicb he ~hould bavse There were 
rules bepeath tbe surface l'Ules that also mattered. Sbe 
should have explained th is wben sbe took him back" ( p. 66) • 
Harry's return to Janice and his acceptance of a dull 
job as a linotyper were instinctive moves. His return to 
/ 
tbe straight path was just one more avenue of escape f~om 
the necessity to think and to accept responsibility for his 
actions. As Harry's sister, Mim, .tells bim at the end of 
tbe book, "'You felt like it. It was the easiest thing to 
do'" (p. 321). In the first chapter of Rabbit Redux a 
great many of Harry's impressions express conrtJsion and 
surprise over tbe changes which tbe past ten years have 
effected in his home town and in· the entire country. He 
.. . 
is worried by the behavior of young Afro-typed Blacks in 
their. increasing numbers, d1sbeart$ned by his long .. haired 
son's indifference to sports, and angered by those wbo 
criticize bis country's foreign and domestic policies~ 
Harry feels .Pity for people like bis father who seem sad 
.and bewildered., having never found the answer despite·a 
lifetime ot work: "As· bis father pushe·s closer against 
him to explain, he becomes one of the hundreds of skinny 
. __ whining codgers in and around this city, men who have 
sucked this same brick tit for sixty years and have dried 
up wi tb it" (p. 15). 
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Though Harry has given up tbe. quest tor bis ideal self 
in Rabbit Redux, he is still plagued by the same doubts and 
unanswered questions that prayed upon him in the earlier 
,, 
novel. Far from providing him with simple, if unexciting, 
answers to bis broad existential questions, tbe straight 
path bas kept him from learning even those things tbat 
should be readily appare.nt to any man 11 ving and working 
in society. As Janice tells him, "'There 1 ve been a lot of 
da·ys ••• when I was sorry you came back that time. You 
were a beautiful brainless guy and I 1ve bad to watch tbat 
guy die day by day'" (p. 71). Accepting tbe straight path 
'"); ,.. 
without reservation bas cause·a- Harry to become dull and 
even more sel.f-centered than he bad been in ;Rabbit, Rup, 
where bis concern for an ideal self at 1east implied a 
subconscious regard for the absolute va1ue ot all human 
beings. Harry's attitude now is truly selfish since his 
. ~ 
. ' 
........ ;."attempts to grat1ry his ego are no longer even masked b7 
the illusion of a higher purpose; in essence be d1enies the 
existence of a purpose in life higher than mere satisfac--
tion ot: the ego, in himself' .as well as in others. And 
this denial, with a~l tbat it implies, constitutes tbe real 
difrerence between Harry in Rabbit Redux and tbe 7oung 
irresponsible searcher in Rabbit,2
1
Run. 
-,·....,..,...· .. 
. . . ,. ' .. · .. ~": 
False certainty1 tben, which is the basis of all. blind 
edberence to a particular way of life, wbetber it be tbe 
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straight path ot continuity or the opposite extreme, which 
is radical change, prc:,ves to be a stifling, numbing, in .. 
bibiting force·witb regard to an individual's growth in 
knowledge and understanding. And Harry's confusion _is not 
limited to bis view or world attairs. Tbe most crucial 
area in wbicb this lack ot growth could bave its effect is 
naturally in a marriage, where two people are supposed to 
gl'ow together in understanding. Harry has merely tolerated 
. 
Janice tor ten 1ears as be has tolerated the other aspects 
. -of his life. Consequently-, be feels glad, in the guilt 
over his neglect, that sbe bas been happier of late. But 
Harry doesn't realize that sucb a change must have a reason 
behind it. In his sel1'1sbness, he no longer concerns- him-
self' with human nature; be no longer knows his . wite. The 
morning after Janice's confession, Harry is surprised by 
her reaction to one ot his cynical remarks: "She might 
have risen to tbis taunt but doesn't. She is very flat, 
very honest and dry this mooning, ai1d this pleases llim. A 
graver woman tban he bas known reveals herself. We con-
tain chords someone else must strikett (p. 70). ,Once again, 
Harry becomes aware of' the existence ot truths below tbe 
. . 
. 
- aurtace real! ty, and slowly these realizations begin to 
··· bave an ·e.fteet on him. 
Harry's ''return to bealtb'' in Rabbit Redux is paral-
' i 
... :::·. · ·1aled b.y a similar awakening· in Janice due to Cher relation-· 
S4 
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ship with Charl.ie _Stavros. It is important to note, how-
ever, that neither "rebirth" is caused by Janice's affair 
or the circumstances surrounding it. Rather, these events 
and subsequent encounters tb·at Harry shares with other 
people merely _allow the changes in Hazary and Janice to take 
place. Environment does not detel'm1ne action; 1 t gives 
( 
occasion ror tbe fulfillment of man's potential, whether 
good or evil. As will be shown later, man's actions them-
.. 
. selves are responsible for dete:rmining environment and 
'I 
circumstance. 
The selfishness that characterizes both Harry and 
,",,,, .. .- ... ,,,.-,, 
Janice before tbey begin to experience a new awareness is 
evident in the attitude of each toward their relationsbip. 
Immediately after their tight, as Harry attempts to ascer-
tain bis own responsibility ror Janice's decision to take 
a lover, Janice "sees sbe will have to make love to bim. 
A conflicted ti.de moves within her, de.sire for this pale 
and hairless stranger, abborence of this desire, fascina-
tion wi tb the l.evels ot betrayal possible" ( p. 65). Obvi-
ously., Janice is !Jot respons,ible for tbe conflicting drives 
within ber that arise to ber conscious level; yet tbe 
8 fasoinat1on" that accompanies the growing awar~ness of bar 
power as an individual and tbe tact that she regards her 
past and possibly .future actions as ''betrayal" clearly 
demonstrate bar· tendency to concentrate · on her persona.l 
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viewpoint as opposed to a more objective, overa11 evalu- · 
ation ot the circumstances. 
Harry also regards tbe situation solely from bis own 
point of view, In reply to one of his taunting remarks, 
"She stares at him boldly: dark gaze tempered in the furnace 
_ of betraya1. It comes to him: growth is betray-al. There ··-
. is no other route. There is no arriving somewhere without 
leaving somewhere" (pp. 74-75). 
Because of bis egoistical outlook, Harry is able to 
regard his wite 9s a£fair only in terms of its personal 
relevance, and, consequently, be is unable to perceive the 
truth of bis own otherwise sound observation. A comment 
by John A. Ward, quoted in part earl·ier wi tb rega:rd to 
Rabbit, Ru:q., can be· of considerable help here. Wa:rd ob-
~erves that, for the character in Updike's noveis, "human 
aociety is unreal unless converted by tbe mind; and in tbe 
novels the conflicts arise from the clash of fantasies-•. 
The fantasies grow .from the universal assumption that notb .. 
ing bas meaning unless it affects tbe private ego. Thus, 
... -·· -.-,·•·r 
whatever is done to a person can only be interpreted as an 
act o:t love or persecu.tion, whereas · in fact such actions 
a:re indifferent, the thoughtless gestures of people equall7 
l 
self-centered." . 
Though Janice's affair may appear to'Harry as an act 
or betrayal. her own view of tbe af.fair at tbe time sbe 
.... . . 
/·· 
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.became involved depended only on the pleasure and exhilara-
tion it g&ve bsr, much in the same way that Harry derived 
a sense of personal identity through his relationship witb_ 
Rutb in Rapbit, ,Jmn. Once Janice considers tbe situation 
from Harry's point of view, however, sbe too regards the 
-· 'action as one of betrayal, because she is unable to realize 
that her happiness is the result of the new self-respect 
that her re1ationship with Stavros has given her. Conse-
quently, Janice believes this happiness to be possible only 
~ -
wi tb Stavros, and her decision to live with him as part ot 
ber search for a "valid identity" ( p. 98) oonsti tutes an 
j 
attempt to justify her totally justifiable action on false 
grounds-~an attempt to dispel ber guilt through tbe adop-
tion of a moder>n pseudo-psychiatric philosophy rather tba~ 
an attitude of self-acceptance. 
The point is that an egoistical attitude pr6duces a 
false certainty, which in turn prevents an 1nd1 vi dual fl'oa 
perceiving the "rules beneath the surtaee rules that also 
matter.-• Harry's notion tbat growth is betrayal lies 11.fe-
less in his mind 'because of tbe sel.f-pi ty be feels, whereas 
it could provide the basis for a mature, perceptive out-
look. Fortunately, however, Harry does eventually adopt 
sucb an outlook. Despite his acceptance of the straight 
patb, an act that Harry feels began his second li.fe (p. 9'7), 
·be is aware. of tbe_ dullness and· emptiness that pervades it. 
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As· Robert Detweiler observes, "In Rabbi,t Redux, Ha:r17 
· Angstrom undergoes a g.uest, a seduction, a conversion, and 
u2 an education. '!'be spark of curios! ty and_. ___ Q.penneas still 
alive in bis subconscious, wb1cb prods and coaxes Harry to 
a trigbtening new openness in bis behavior, is the extent 
of tbe quest; tbe seduction is acoempliabed by Jill and t~ 
Skeeter. !, 
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VI 
A New Idealism · .. ~ .... 
Plagued by the teeling tbat ht has been slowly dying 
tor the past ten years, Harry accepts the invitation of 
Buchanan, one ·of tbe Black employees at tbe Verity Press, 
and visits an all-Black bar in Brewer. Here be meets Jill, 
an idealistic eighteen-year-old runaway, whom he is more or 
less manipulated into taking home. Jill becomes rast 
friends with Nelson, however, and provides Harry with a· 
sexual outlet. Consequently, she stays, despite Janice's 
protests and Stavros' advice that he take bis wife back. 
As I have noted with regard to Rabbit, Run, Harry is 
an idealist. Despite his almost total reliance on instinct, 
be admits that ''Ideas used to grab me too, n blaming his 
current 1nd1.f'terence on middle age, where old ideas n just 
get t1red 8 (p. 146). Yet Harry is still curious. During 
an intellectual discussion with Jill and Nelson, Harry 
•wants to help, to bold his end up. Never too late __ tor , · 
' ' 
education. With Janice and Old Man Springer you could 
never have this kind of canversa.tion" ( p. 144).. And when 
the thought oc~urs to him that Jill may be 1n1 tiating l'els·on 
into the arts ot sexual. love, Harry muses, "Bring the kid 
along, somebody bas to. Wby not? Chief question facing 
tbe~e troubled times. Why not" (p. l46). 
As · a result, Nel.son is b.rougbt along, altbougb a 10,· · 
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taster tban H&rl'J" bad anticipat,d •. Shortly atter Jill's 
arrival, Harry reluctantly agrees to harbor a hostile young 
Black male friend of Jill's named Skeeter, who has jumped 
bail ~n a narcotics charge. Harry's father, bis wife, and 
eventually his neighb,ors object to this unusual arrangement, 
but Skeeter remains, and gradually Harry becomes less afraid 
and more open-minded in bis attitude toward him. Several 
other circumstances also contribute to Harry's increased 
receptivity. First of all, as noted earlier, tbe realiza~ 
tion tba t Stavros is able to satisfy Janice sexually, wb1·1e 
Ha~ry apparently cannot is naturally very disturbing to him., 
and Janice reminds him ot his supposed inadequacy repeat~ 
edly. As a result of having his ego bruised, Harry begins 
to regard the situation more realistically: "What did 
~ Janice do for Stavros she didn't do for him? Only so much \ 
you can do. Three boles, two bands. Is sbe happy? He 
hopes so. Poor mutt, be soniehow squelched ber potential. 
Let things bloom" (p. 133). He also begins to develop a 
vague sort of respect for Janice, as is evident during one 
ef tbeir pbone conversations in which he jokes about .Jill: 
•Her weary dismissive. insistence pleases him. She is grow-. 
ing in confidence like a child at school'' {p. 140). The 
., 
ract that bis wife knows bim and patiently tolera"tes his 
clowning causes Harry to teel accep~ed and, consequently, 
more su:re ot bimse1f. 
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Anotber strong inclination toward open-mindedness in 
Harry arises out of the situation surrounding his mother's 
illness. In both novels, Harry's close relationship with 
bis mother is emphasized, and Robert Detweiler points out 
that the roots of Harry's attitude in Rabbit, Run are 
·observable in the scenes describing or alluding to his up-
bringing: "Mrs. Angstrom. tbe dominant parent, is the strong-
willed wife wbose bitterness at the weaker husband who has 
not fulfilled ber expectations she sublimates into overlove 
l for her son." Detweiler notes the evidence of the tatbel'-
daughter relationship between Mim and Earl Angstrom, com-
menting that ''Electra complements Oedipus." But the 
sensitivity that Harry and his mother share is by ~ar the 
stronger bond, a bond reminiscent or that between Edmund 
and Mary Tyrone in Eugene O'Neill' s ttLong Day• s Journey 
into Night.'' Botb Harry and his mother possess a sort of 
extra-sensory awareness 0£ tbe other's feelings, and 
Detweiler concludes that nMrs. Angstrom bas at least given 
tbat- girt to her son: the capacity for suffering, and it 
' 2 
increases his humanity." 
Besides tbe intimate nature ot their relationship, wbieb 
invariably awakes in Harry· a profound_. seriousness toward · 
life whenever be thinks of her, her prolonged illness in-
·vites the use of yarious experimental drugs, which them-
. selves are a subject for thought. Witb regard to one of 
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these new drugs, ironically called L-dopa, Harry 1.a tatber 
confides to him that "•It's bard to know wbat'a right, 
Harry. Sometimes you think, Let Nature take its course, 
but then you wonder, What's Nature and what isn•t 1 1t (pp. 
147-48). The idea of an underlying evolutionary system is 
central to Rabbit Redux, and the subject of Nature and 
natural forces is a recurring one. As noted earlier, Harry 
. 
wants to let Janice "bloom," and wben Nelson expresses un-
easiness ·at the pl'imitive manner of feeding employed at a 
hawk refuge, Harry replies, "•Well, ••• hawks got to 
live too. 1 
1That•a· what I keep telling him.,• Jill says • ·•God is 
.. . • • I • ' 
in the tiger as well as the lamb.' 
.,,.,,.\.;~,11 
'Yeah. God really likes to chew himself up'n- (p. 146). 
Ideas such as these regarding Nature·are important to 
Har;ry because they allude to tbe existence or u~derlying 
systems or processes whereby tbe seemingly contradictory 
emerges as paradoxieal, easing the sense ot absurdity so 
· · prevalent 1n tbe surface reality of tbe modern world. Aa 
already mentioned, Harry is disturbed by tbe deterioration 
of values. the disintegration of language, and tbe all-
pervading. ·cheapness of taste that characterize modern 
society. Therefore, an·· awareness tbat "rules beneath tb·e 
· ·sur:race rules• exist allows Harry to be more patient and 
•ccepting witb regard to c·bange. Harry's· ~otber, wbo baa 
..... 
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always felt that ber son waa too good tor Janice, is pleased 
that he is once again separated from her. But Harry asks 
her, "'And what about Nelson, bub? What happens to him 
now?' Thia is her talsity, that sbe forgets what time 
creates, she still sees the world with its original-tour 
corners, her and Pop and him and Mim sitting at the kitchen 
·table. Her tyrant love would freeze tbe worldn (p. 175). 
Harry is finally learning to accept the tact that ac-
tions have consequences. Though he is still uncertain as 
to his role in society, Harry has become aware of the 
responsibility to others that tbe consequences of action 
demand. When his mother asks him to pray for rebirth, "He 
feels she is asking him to kill Janice, to kill Nelson. 
Freedom means mu;rder. ·Rebirtb means deatb" (p. 175). Harry 
sees himself as 8 An old lump whose only use is to stay in 
place to keep the lumps on top of him from tumbling" (p. 
"'· 175). Despite his awareness of tbe need tor·1ndiv1dual 
responsibility, however, Harry still regards this responsi~ 
. -· ,.. 
bility as a sort of trapo The underlying sy~tem does not 
... 1et appear redemptive; it merely exists, demanding att_ention 
by 1 ts omnipresent complexity. Be.fore he rea.cbes a higb•r 
understanding, Harry must sample lite in the opposite 
I l. · 
extreme .from the straight path. !bis radical 11.festyle 
~eems devoted wholly to an acce·ptance of underlying rules 
that.render meaningless the rules on the surface, but such 
63 
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a way of. lite is actually a betrayal of the underl1ing trutb1 
since they cannot exist·apart from tbe surface reality of 
man in society. This sampling or the radical lifestyle does 
, ----r,: 
provide the "~onversion" of which Detweiler speaks, how-
ever, the final step be.fore Harry's ''education." 
During the time that Skeeter spends in Penn Villas, 
Harry smokes marijuana nightly with the two young people, 
while Nelson observes, and they discuss Viet Nam, Black 
history, radical politics, and especially Skeeter•s own 
philosophy in which be figures as a Black Jesus. Harry is 
naturally worried .from time,· to time that his son is being 
exposed to too much too .fast, but his decision to help 
' 
Skeeter 1n· the first place bas been prompted by a return 
of self-confidence and a resultant openness to the situ-
ation. After bis having defeated Skeeter in a one-sided 
fist fight. Jill asks bim why be decided· to let Skeeter .. 
stay. "'You had him beaten. You were killing him.' 
1 Yeab, that was nice. I thought I was out of shape 
worae than I am'tt (p. 191). 
Harry has become sure ot himself and ,teela capable of 
-
handling· nearly any s-ituation. But though tbe gain in self .. 
con.fidence is genuine in origin, his behavior afterwards 
constitutes an overreaction. Harry frequently becomes 
conscious ot tbe risks be is taking, not so mueb li&gal 
risks as moral ones in bis unrestrained openness, and tbiq 
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awareness is evident in his reaction to ano._ther invitation 
from Buchanan to visit the Black bar: ''The idea of going 
into Jimbo's again frightens bim as does the idea of leaving 
Nelson, Jill, and Skeeter alone in the bouse. He is sink-
ing into an underworld be used to see only from a bus" (p. 
195). Nor 11 Harry immediately receptive to the literature 
on Black history and radical politics that Skeeter owns: 
nit .frightens him, as museums used to frighten him, • • • 
Unthinkably distant lives, abysses of existence,·worse than 
what crawls blind on ocean floors"· (p. 202). Yet the ex-
posure alone that Harry undergoes is valuable in that it 
demonstrates to him tbe reality and truth of attitudes and 
ways of life vastly different from his own but nevertheless 
·, ....... meaningful to him in their own way. Tbe "conversiontt to 
which Detweiler re~ers consists of just such a realization. 
Harry admits, at Skeeter' s prodding, tbat be does bate the 
weal thy ''Penn Park people," one at wbom becomes representa-
tive in Harry's mind ot all the hypocrisy and falsity the 
\ 
rest ·exhibit: 
- He remembers one doctor. He met bim early this 
summer by accident, coming up on the porch to 
visit Momj the doctor hurrying outD under tbe 
fanlight tbat sees everything 9 in a swank eream 
raincoat though it had just started to sprinkle, 
that kind ot dude£) who prcduees si raincoat from 
nowhere when. properD all set up9 life licked, 
tweed trousers knite=sha~p over polished strap-
.. ped shoesj) hurrying to his next appoint!aent.o 
anxious to get away from tbe drizzling tilted 
street. Pop wor.:rying his-teeth like an old · 
·- -· _J 
,, 
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'l(oma~in the doorway, performing introductions, 
*our son Harry,' pathetic pride. The doctor's 
irritation at being halted even a second setting 
a prong ot distaste on bis upper lip behind the 
clipped mustache tbe color of irono His hand-
shake also meta19 arrogantD it pinches Harry's 
unready band and says, I am strong, I twist 
bodies to my will. I am life, I am dea~h (pp. 
219-2~0} 0 
The object of Harry's bate, then, is the sense ot false 
certainty that characterizes the wealthy, tbe sense of con-
, elusive superiority that causes these people to deny tbe 
reality of other lives beneath the rapid, confident pace of 
their own. In bis new o~tlook, Harry senses~tbe injustice 
of this attitude ot false certainty, and the 1•rules beneath 
the surface rules" that 1 t ignores. Harry sees the closed-
minded approach to lite that the wealtby doctor exhibits as 
a :torce contributing to the dehumanization already r.a;mpant 
in society, and, eonsequently, Harry opens himself up even 
more. Skeeter tells him, "'Trouble with you, you still 
cluttered up with common sense. Common sense is bullshit, 
mam. It gets you through the days alright, but it keeps 
you from !(n~~Jngo You just don't knowj Chuck'" (p. 231) • 
••• Harry seeks to know, and though fear still nips at bim, he 
becomes emboldened in his search. 
· While Harry works during the day, however, Skeeter 
gradually leads Jill back into dr"gg addiction until she 
becomes bis compulsively obedient.slave. During ·the •venil.lg 
· .. discussions in Harry's b·ome, Skeeter grows more violent· a-nd 
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demanding or Harry and Jill. In answer to Nelson's tearful 
pleas that his father make Skeeter stop bis abuse of Jill, 
Harry replies that 99 'people aren't property, I can wt control 
wbat they want to do together. We can't live Jill's lite 
tor her'" (p. 255). Harry's neighbors confront bim on his 
way home from work, but he refuses to submit to their de-
mand that be evict Skeeter. When one of the neighbors' 
children observes Skeeter's sexual relations witb Jill, 
however, retaliation results in the form of -arson. It is 
interesting to compare the attitude expressed by one of tbe 
neighbors concerning the presence of a Black in the com-
munity with Harry's own at the beginning of the story. Eddie 
Brumbach, whose handshake reminds Harry of tbe wealthy Penn 
Park doctor, tells him that he was wounded in .. Viet Nam, "• so 
I could have a decent life here. I'm not asking for sym-
pathy, ca ... lo:t of my buddies made out worse. I'm just 
letting you know, after wh,t I seen and done, no wiseass 
is crowding me in my own neighborhood' 11 (p .• 254). 
After observing some noisy young Blacks on tbe bus at 
· the start of the novel, Harry reels ''It• s as if all these 
.. 
Uro hair bushes and gold earrings and boopy noise on buses, 
seeds of some t:ropical plant sneaked in by tbe birds were 
taking over the garden. His garden. Rabbit knows it's his 
garden and that's why.he's put a tlag decal on tbe back 
window of the Falcon even though Janice says 1 ts corny and 
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fascist" (p. 21). Both Brumbacb's attitude and Harry's 
.. -· 
earlier one reflect a natural, commendable pride in their 
.. 
personal values and way 0£ life, but their feelings also 
betray a fundamental insecurity that strips their overall 
outlooks or objectivity. Consequently, each reaction is 
b~sically one ot fear rather than strength. 
Harry, however, bas gone to the opposite extreme in 
---bis tolerance of' Skeeter, and the result is J111 1 s death. 
Skeeter 1 s advice, including tbe claim that "common sense 
is bullshit," does point to the over-pragmatic _and short-
sighted view of life from which most of society surfers. 
But if accepjed unconditionally, Skeeter1 s approach would 
disregard all human responsibi~ity for action, centering 
instead on a sort of worship ot higher laws and values--an 
. 
ap·p:roaeh to life which be calls ''knowing.'' In following 
Skeeter, Harry once again embraces the belief in idealism 
... 
that characterized bis behavior in Rabbit, ·Run, and bis 
disregard of persona1 respo.nsibil!ty likewise results in tbe 
death of another. Though Harry bas reco-gnized the importance 
/' 
or tbe underlying complex! ty of human action, he perceives 
this truth only with regard to past acti'On; be hasn't 
(. 
... / 
realized the constructive role that indiv1d1:tal respODsibility 
must play with regard to this complexity. 
Harry• s "education., n then, occurs a.fter t;be submits to 
- a sampling of two extreme forms of behavior: b.lind eon-. . 
. \'·',.: . 
. . 
·,· ' 
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fol'ld.1 ty and blind openness. It may seem "incredible" ( as 
Janice phrases it) that Harry would allow himself to in-
dulge so completely in a lifestyle tbat he formerly deemed 
abhorrent, especiall1 since tbe indulgence marks a reversion 
into the to rmer, ineffectual idealism. of ·Rabbit_, Run. But 
Harry, like most ·people, is a creature to whom nothing is 
" 
so real, so interesting, and so demanding, as present ex-
perience., and the infinite diversity or experience makes 
its classirication according to lessons learned extremely 
difficult. Harry's conversion is a ~estament to the 
genuinely pos1 tive elements in a lifestyle of radical open-
ness. But the presence 0£ an equal number of negative 
elements. points to the universal human tendency to seek the 
opposite extreme in attitude and behavior rather than -to 
create something new. Just as Harry's refusal to conform. 
to society's lifestyle in Rabbit, Run resulted in an equally 
blind confol'Dli ty to personal ideals, so_ too do bis boredom 
f 
with and eventual hatred of tbe II straight path" in Rabbit 
Redux lead to an embracing ot radical ch·ange. In both 
; 
novels it is Harr71 s failure to use his ·creative intel-
-
.. l1gence tbat sends him bou_noing back and forth b·etween 
,--1.r 
extreme forms of behavior, while be S·bould be d·etermining 
the positive points or eacb. ,.._, ·'/I · ·'-1 .• 1•~ 
·:··.·>:: ... :,' . -, .; ' -
- " I~:•: I 
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VII 
Harry's lr.ducation 
·•· 
\ 
Harry-' s "education" takes place in tbe final chapter, 
which centers on the arrival ot bis sister, Mim; and her 
surprisinglJ successful management other family's problems. 
Mim is a high-priced call girl on tbe ·west coast, and at 
first Harry is pleased, as is bis father. with her confidence 
and daring: "Mim knows things, Rabbit realizes proudly" 
(p. 3JO). Yet as be tries to justi~y, at least in part, the 
way of life be has been leading, something seems to be block-
ing the way: "He wants to tell her everything, he wants bis 
tongue to keep pace with this love b~ .. feels tor his sister; 
be wants to like her. though be feels a forbidding denseness 
in her, of too many conclusions reached• a wall beyond 
marring" (p. 311). The"denseness" wbicb Harry senses in 
~ -· 
his sister> "of too many conclusions reached" lies in direet 
opposition to the celebrated openness of bis recent life-
style. --Har-ry tries to explain to ber tbe dangel'. that 1\1~.l";,'r,:·' 
in conclusions, the danger of being dismissed, classified, 
and ig1,1ored by the ''other guyJ such as "tbe doctor who 
. .. 
shakes your band so bard it hurts. I know besto Madness / . 
begins· in that pinch" ( p. 311). But Harry notices tbat ·Mim 
"Jlods like a type of doctor herself'' (p. 311), and t'.be de-
scription of her life on the West Coast reveals why. 
Mim ls extremely capable in managing tbe family. Sbe 
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takes tbem out to dinner, cheers up lelson, and even precip-
itates Harry's reunion with Janice by making love to Stavros. 
Yet it becomes evident that duties of tbis sort are not 
foreign to her and that ber ability to perform them so 
etfeotively derives from her general uninvolvement with tbe 
situations she bahdles. She tells Harry, '' •You know what 
I'm struck by back here looking at the races? How so.ft they-
are. God tbey•re soft. You look so soft to me, Harry. 
; 
You're soft still standing and Pop's soft curling under•" 
(p. 312). Mim prides herself on her detachment and praises 
the people on the West Coast as bard but not bad, living 
by "survival rules, rules tor living in a desert'tt (p. 312). 
She describes to Harry what she feels is a near-perfect 
world, where people. including herself, "'grow tbese tan 
&bells'" (p. 313) and have faces tbat are .n, bard and blank 
aa chips'" (p. 312). Yet, sbe tells him, "'Tbeir one flaw 
is, they're still soft inside. 
• • • But that's bow people 
are. It embarrasses everybody but tbey need to be milked. 
. ' 
, ·Men need to be drained. Like boils. Women too tor that 
matter. You asked me my specialty and that's it., I milk 
people. I let them spill their· ~nsidea on~me. It can be 
dirty work but usually it I a clean''' ( p. 313). 
•. 
The :neaza-pertect world tba t Mim describes i's· deeply 
.flawed, however. The shells p~opl~ grow are sptbolic ot the 
attempt tbey make to· deny tbe softness, the contusion, which 
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is a part of all human beings arid whiob they learn can never 
be completely ignored. These people have given up the 
struggle for real happiness in life, since it involves an 
acceptance of this softness. Instead, they accept a false 
contentedness and thereby cut ~-ott their natural pot-ential 
tor understanding lite. In effect, tbey cease to be human. 
Just as Harry sought -momentary relief from bis inner con-
flict by using sex as an anodyne in ·Rabbi t
2
ft Ru!!» these 
people must be milked in order that they never be required 
to conf:ront tbeir only link with humanity. And though it 
is freedom they seek, they end up having to conform to the 
rules of survival. Mim tells Harry, '''They're narrow and 
bard because ott the straight path you don't live'" (p. 312). 
Like Harry's attitude of total openness, tbe freedom ot tbe 
' West Coast as Mim. describes it is all too restrictive. Mim 
berselt admits that ··sbe lives in -a "desert, tt a wasteland. 
where human beings no longer exist. 
Thus, Mim' s competent<exjerior disguises an !~er 
-!. 
y-I emptiness; ·though sbe thinks sbe is happy., she. ba·s 'accepted 
a consolation priie. Though uninhibited, her openness is 
not constructive. and, consequent·ly, Mim mu-st derive her 
identity not from an inner self-knowledge but through the 
per.formanee o:t her special duty:- "milking people." Her 
1·"-'-·-•c•-··· ., • 
-
own nee~ to be "milked" is satisfied in her capacity as a 
· voluntary tc,ol for others; even ber · sleeping wi tb Stavros 
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comes under this category. '·Her entire 11:fe is centered on 
self-deceit. Jill, on tbe other hand. illustrates the op-
posite extreme in her naive, radical idealism. Her total 
openness makes no allowance for human emotion and human weak-
ness, and her search for God through drugs likewise reveals 
a failure to come to gr\pJ.witb human nature. Though Jill 
expects her idealistic openness and use of drugs to usher 
in a new age of feeling and understanding in others as well 
as herself, sbe is inadvertently denying her softness, "try-
t,;; 
ing to kill it" .(p. 314), in Mim's words. 
Janice, too, Mim describes as "hard as a nut" (p • .313). 
In Rabbit, Run, Janice felt ashamed or her body when re~ 
garded merely as a sexual tool, but at tbe beginning or 
Rabbit,: Redux she has adopted. a deliberately vulgar, hard-
boiled outlook: tt • I'm just a cunt, Harry. Tb ere are bil-· 
lions of us now'" (p. 37). Through ber relationship with 
Stavros, Janice has built'up a phony image of herself to 
correspond to the image she feels she should convey. Harry 
repeatedly hears •another voice in hersn (p. 38), as she 
. . 
offers cynical i,emarks such as 111 You know what a rape 
usually is? It's a ~oman who changed her mind afterward'• 
(p~· 41). Janice goes ·through a lot in tbe two Rabbit novels. 
She 1 .. s aban~oned several times, accidentall7 killing her 
·child because of this abandonment, and then is forced to 
live through ten years ot tolerance .from a husband whose 
. ,-11~ 
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only word tor her is "dumb. n He·r attitude of forced tough-
ness in ·Rabbit Redux is therefore understandable, though 1 t 
is hardly the answer. Like nearly every other character in 
tbe novel, Janice, too, disregards her real feelings, ber 
, . 
real self, and dons a shell of false confidence. Her re~usal 
to accept responsibility for her own actions emerges in her 
assumption that Harry will still pay for tbe clothes sbe 
buys herself and Nelson (p. 180), and in ber repeated at-
tempts to direct his life after she has lef't him. Though 
Janice believes that she bas created a new identity, in 
reality she bas accepted an image ot herself as property; 
sbe accuses Harry of being weak and wishy-washy in not 
I ,. 
baving fought to get ber back "(p. 193). 
In bis .discussion with Harry., Charlie :Stavros points 
. to tbe basic problem beneath Janice's illusion: tt,, I don• t 
--find her dumb. I find ber--unsure of herself. Sbe wants 
wba t every normal chick wants. To be Helen of Troy. There' ve 
been hours when I gave her some or that. I can't keep 
giving it to her. It does·n 1 t bold up'" (p. 161). A pattern 
or dependence on and interferenc~ in the lives ef others 
Q 
.such as tbis-bne cbaracterizes the relationships of nearly 
all the secondary characters in t·be novel~ whether with 
Harry or with each otherc. Skeeter tries to convert Harry 
- -to a radical politic.al outlook and to lead :Jill back into 
i ~. 
drug addiction: ... both actions are attempts to convince tbe 
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others to love him in tbe ex&ggerated form of worshiping him 
as the Black Jesus. The gossip that informs Mrs. Angstrom 
ot Janice's infidelity and the gossip between Janice and 
Peggy Fosnacbt is also symptomatic of a personal emptiness 
on the part of the meddlers, as is Mrs. Angstrom's "overlove" 
for her son. And, as Robert Detweiler points out, the prin~ 
eipal means of deriving a personal identity from another in 
this stor7 is sexual:. 
.~ .. 
Skeeter .,exerts a revenge on Jill's body r0r 
what he perceives as the wbi te man• a :hUJr.11-
liation of bis. race; Jill makes love to 
Rabbit in lieu·ot paying rent, as a protest 
against ber parents 0 wealtby~wasteful existence, 
and also as a sensual, catharsis that provides 
temporary relief from her teenaged intellectual 
and emotional confusion; Rabbit copulates with 
Jill as a substitute for bis wife and with 
Peggy Fosnacht (on the night o:f the fire) ·as a 
social obligatione Janice appropriates ber 
lover's body to celebr~te and assert her dis~ 
- covery ot feminine identity; and Mim~ who bas 
made sex a profession and a lifestyle, not only 
sells her body but also derives her pragmatic 
values from her call girl experiences.l 
In Rabbit Redux, Updike deals candidly and extensivel7. 
witb the problems of bum.an sexuality in modern society. 
Though tbe language in tbe novel ma7 seem offensive and 
' . 
Y11lgar to some, it is nonetheless an obvious part ot our 
, ··· present reality and therefore .representative of tbe funda-
mental 11-lusion that bas afflicted our concepts of_ physical 
and spiritual love. Sex is no longer seen as an express·iori 
ot lo Ye but as· a means to achieve love. Too much emphasis 
is, placed on sexual . 11 satistac tion" and · "adequac7." .. Adequac7 
7S 
' ; ' 
:l 
.• ·. 
' ·- .... 
. ' 
tor what? Sexual love has come to be regarded as some sort 
of feat wb®reby varying degrees of masculinity and femininity 
are measured, and motivation arises not out of love but out 
·or a need to be loved.· People who lack sel.f'-love, because 
ot an inability to face the human condition, attempt to 
achieve a personal id·enti ty t~vough a dependence on others. 
They seek sexual indulgence as a refuge from tbe responsi-
bility involved in creating one's own identity. As Detweiler 
points out, "One must make love, of course, because love is 
no longer forthcoming in a world that demands pleasure witb-
2 
out responsibility." 
A .deliberate examination of the subj.act or sexual love 
will necessarily 11eld the conclusions I have just outlined, 
but experience alone should be sufficient to convey these 
same conclusions. The abundance of purely sexual encounters 
presented in the novel is by itself an effective illustra-
tion of tbe tutili ty of a search for personal peace through ,." ! 
·-··sexual indulgence. Through the suza:fei t of; impersonal, often 
vulgar, sexual practices and language presented in Rabbit 
Reaux, we are able to watch the c~aracters strip their human· 
,..._ - .. 
' 
:relationships to tbe most elemental level possible and still -.'-- ·-· 
emerge with nothing. Har~y's reflection ttonly so muoh you 
~ .·. 
can do. Three holes, two hands'' ( p. 133) points to the · 
total nature ot the role the mind and the will must play 
in order tor sexual love to be meaningful. Without ind1--
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vidual reapona1b111ty on the party of those involved, sex 
becomes as basic and thoughtless as any other bodily func-
tion. In answer- to Harry's question whetbe_r she ever 
' 
tires of sex as a prostitute, Mim replies, "'Actually, no. 
I don't. As~ girl I would have tbougbt you would but now 
being a woman I see you really don't. It's what we do. 
It's wbat people do'• (p. 326). 
Mim has short-changed herself as tar as tbe possib,ilit7 
of :real human happiness is concerned; ·tor ber, sex bas 
become a bodily function, and she has become completely 
dehumanized. Though Harry years for the peace and self-
confidence she seems to have gained, he cannot accept so 
dull and dismal a view. of humanity: "As ber brother, 
once, be had been afraid she would fall in the quarry 1r 
he let go and be had let go and she bad .fallen and now saya 
1 t• s all right, all things :must fall tt ( pp. 326--27). But 
since Harry cannot believe that bis ideals "must fall," . -- .-, -., 
be refuses to give up. Nor does he regard sex as a pos-
'_J .... 
aible answer. When Janice asks him why he never went 
~ 
back to visit Peggy Fosnacht, be replies., '''Couldn't 
~-: __ .. @J;omacb it, frankly. It wasn't her, she was great. But ' 
.. 
all this tucking, everybody. fucking, I don't know, it just 
makes me too sad. It's what makes everything so bard to 
run•~ (p. 344). 
I • 
-
Harry• s -education lies in bis· becoming aware ef t·be: 
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role ·personal responsibility must play in all human action. 
He has sampled several extreme 11restyles, allot which 
constituted attempts to avoid this duty, but experience bas 
shown him that human life is the acceptance of responsibili t-y. 
Our actions are the only things over which we have any con-
trol, and Harry realizes this as be sits talking with bis 
. mother: "However steadily Mom connnunes with these maples, 
the branches' mist1 snake-shapes as inflexibly fixed in the 
two windows as the leading o~ stained glass, they will not 
" bold back her tate by the space of a breath; nor, if they 
are cut down tomorrow to widen Jackson road at last. will 
her staring, that planted them within berselt, halt their 
vanishing. And tbe wash of new light will extinguish even 
ber memory of them. Time is our element, not a mistaken 
invader. How stupid, it has taken him thirt7-six years to 
begin to believe that'' (pp. 324-25). 
Harry bas seen the damage tbat a completely passive 
. outlook can do, both in Jill's death and in the harn1 bis ·· i· 
·passivity has done to Nelson., who ba~.been exposed to more 
than most thirteen-year-olds have ever dreamed of. The 
need for responsibility i~ therefore all the mor~ apparent 
to him, tor be sees that having an open mind is only half 
the battle. Though be has been able to accept the existence 
of underlying rules and processes, he has been unable to 
perceive the manner in which this acceptance can be ot help 
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to man. For example, when Peggy Fosnacht serves a dinner 
of chicken legs and breasts, .'~Rabbit wonders bow many 
animals have died to keep his life going, how many more 
will die. A barnyard full 9 a fa:rl1'1ful of thumping hearts, 
seeing eyes~ racing legs, all stuffed squawking into him 
as into a black sack. No avoiding it: life does want 
death. To be alive is to kill" (p. 271). 
Mim 1 s way or life has presented another approach, 
boweve.r, extreme though 1 t may be. Harry realizes that 
· "Mim bas learned, these years out of school, what be bas 
not: bow to manage peoplett ( p. 316). Dehumanized though 
sbe is, Mim's practical abilities and pragmatic outlook 
help to give her a great deal of effectiveness in the 
world. Despite the unorthodoxy other methods, Mim does 
belp settle her family 1 s problems, and so easily that 
Harry 11wants to take her band, to be led" (p. 326). But 
..... 
as already mentioned, Harry refuses to give up his ideals. 
A middle path, then, is tbe logical answer: ·:·& pursuit ot 
ideal goals through responsible action in society. Tbe 
answer is so obvious it seems idla to dwell on it any 
',t---.-
turtber, but the effects ot such a course of. action are 
tar-reaching and crucially important in the long run. 
.... 
-~~·,· ~-
Wesley A. Kort, in his study of several of Updike·' s ·i 
works with regard to tbe problem o:f ''vocation, 11 observes 
·' tbat "Many ot Updike I s characters, 
• • • are called on to 
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spend themselves in offices and jobs which tbey are tempted 
to resist. These people struggle between the alternati,ves 
or, on the one band, accepting their places in life with 
consequent humiliation and even death., and, on the other, 
rejecting their positions and striving to sevure, by their 
own spiritual effort or rantasy. some sense or escape or 
salvation.tt3 Kort's study is devoted chiefly to a demon-
stration that Updike's "sacramental understanding of work~ 
is a Lutheran concept; yet; regardless of the particular 
religious source, this notion of work, as Kort presents it, 
offers tbe basis for a more complete examination in general 
of tbe individual's relationship to society. Kort de-
scribes Luther's view of vocation as the means by wbieh 
one labors ttnot in.order to become more holy but in order 
to die. But in that dying, in tbe sacrifice of work, the 
event of resurrection, the gift of God's righteousness, 
and the gift o~ faith b~eak out. If a man does not succumb 
to the temptation of fleeing bis own death, he is raised 
4 ' 
., · in his oti'ice to a new lifee II What Kort is describing . 
,i ' 
·-, 
bere is a transcendent action whereby the me~ningless be-
comes meaningful, :regardless of tbe poin~ .at l(bicb t·h1s 
transce~enci takes place {since "deathu or ttaacrificett ts· 
. . a 
regarded as a process) and of the notion ot God's grace 
which is professed. Several critics besides Kort focus on 
the operation of God's grace in theil' studies of Updike's 
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work, among them Alice and -Kenne tb Hamil ton. Yet 1 t 1 a 
more useful, at least for my purposes, to concentrate ob 
the observab1e manner in which this transcendence, or 
operation ot grace, does make work meaningf'ul, rather than 
to speculate as to the nature of tbe divine process or 
which the transcendent quality of human action is only one 
small aspect. 
Rabbit Redux, then, ~lls the story of Harry• a ''return 
to health" after circumstances bave,dietated that be re- , 
evaluate his general attitude toward life in light of his 
n·ew situation and the attitudes of the people whom this 
situation involves. As bas been shown, this return to - ·-·- r.-::i .... 
health consists of Harry's gaining a new awareness, whereby 
everyday duties and practical concerns appear as neces-
sarily functional in the pursuit of personal ideals. In 
other words, this new awareness allows the forme:Ply mean-
ingless to become meaningful in Harry's eyes. The obvious 
question, therefore, regards tbe substance or this awareness 
through which the transcendent process becomes perceivable. 
, . Rabbit Redux illustrates the process., and Harry becomes 
r·~/·-' - -- -.1 
_J 
awaI'e or it on a less universal, more personal scale. Put 
' 
simply, tbe circumstances tbat work to alter. Harry's out-
look do not constitute the cause of the change but are 
themselves tbe indirect results of Harry's earlier aQtions. 
Tbrougb tbe pol'trayal of the actions of a single character, 
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the results of these actions with Pegard to othe·r charac-
ters, and the reactions of this character to the resultant 
situation involving these other characters, Updike shows 
environment, or cireumstance, to be a product of man's own 
actions and., consequently, only a halfway point in tbe 
cyclical reality of these actions. 
Though Harry is the principal character on whose ac-
tions our attention .is focused, each secondary eharacter 
also participates in a cyclical process of his own. Robert 
Detweiler points out that "Because Skeeter is too powerful 
a creation tor the otherwise realistic cast of the novel, 
his portrayal threatens to unbalance tbe whole artistic 
effort. But one must grant his viability as a credible 
individual and not only as a type when one recognizes that 
·~ .. 
be is as be is -rozo sound psychological and social :reasons. n6 ·: ··'.:.;,.t '~;;;",g 
In other words, Skeeter is a product of his experience as 
. a Blaek in a white society., as a Viet Nam veteran, as a 
:fugitive from the law, etc. Detweiler continues, however, 
, . - I 
that "Because both ot Skeeter 1 s illnesses bave social 
d.imensions and explicit social causes, one cannot dism1s·a 
them as merely personal psyebose.s. 
• • • But instead ot 
suggesting that the social grounds ~or Skeeter' s .sickness . 
should excuse him, in the .fashion of the Naturalist novel- . 
ists---be remains a culpable character, especially a:rter 
allowing Jill's deatb--Updike reveals through him the 
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epidemic nature of bis malai·se. • • • Skeeter ia both a 
titting example ot the modern hyperexperience and a con-
ceivable product of it." 7 
Skeeter, then, is po~trayed first as a product of 
ci~oum.stances and tben as a contributor to tbese same cir-
cumstances. Janice, on the other hand·; is.,. .. presented first 
as the initiator of tbe action (aside from the circumstances 
that prompt~her). Yet the circumstances that a~ise from 
this initial action are influential in her decision to meve 
out ot Charlie I s apartment o Immediately a.fter Charlie.' s 
heart murmur, Janice asks, n,was it me? My throwing that 
fit about Harry's sister? I could have killed you.• 
'lever.• Then be admits, 1 ! need to keep things 
orderly or tbey get to me. 1 
1My being he~e is disorderly, 1 sbe says" (p. · 3-36). 
,. 
Mrs. Angstrom., too, is isolated in her dying illness 
because of the overlove, exclusive of others, that she 
showered on her son, and her bitterness toward Janice and 
ber family. As a ·result of ber isolation in tbe face of 
impending deatb, however, she tt:mellows, '' and Janice admits 
to Harry.that she is beginning to like his-mother (pp. 
··343-44). 
or course, the most obvious illustration or tbe cy-elieal 
. __ quality of human action is presented in Harry., not only witb 
regard to ·Rabbit Redux but as a process spanning both novels • 
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Because of the failure or one extreme form of behavior in 
Rabbit, µu~, Harry falls into the other extreme in the 
se·quel. And as an indirect result o:f his leaving Janice 
I' 
in the earlier book and or his subsequent mistreatment of 
ber in Rabbit ·Redux, Janice .leaves Harry only to be re-
united With him at the end, both having gained a new self-
awareness with regard to the l'C>le o:f the individual in 
soctety. Obviously, Harry is unable to comprehend the 
vastly complicated manner in which each action be performs 
C 
returns .to affect him, but the idea is observable on a 
smaller scale, and, therefore, acceptance of the paradox 
. (• .. ~' ~ ~ ' ...... ' .-..., '' 
on a universal scale becomes essential in order tbat life 
be fulfilling. 
As already demonstrated, Harry gains. his new self-
awareness from his personal experience, and this awarene•s 
consists of a recognition of the·value of and the necessity 
tor the 11going through quality" ot action. Harry• s awar~~, 
ness, or understanding of this awareness, is not total, tor 
- be does not exist in a transcendental state. :But the fact 
that-·be is able to conceive of a transcendent qullity in 
responsible human action. is clear in his remark to Janice· 
' . 
that " 1 Contus1·on is just a local view of things working oul · 
' ' 
in general'" (p. 351). It 1$ a1so evident at the end of 
· the novel that Harry has accepted the fae·t that bis under-
-1t·anding must be limited. He donfesse$ to Janice in tbe 
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final pages: "'I'm a meas, 1 meaning he is sincerei,"- (p. 350), 
but this sincerity is all that is required of man; it is all 
of which be is capable because he is restr!eted to a "local 
view. 11 It man can accept his impert'ect state, , .. which causes 
bim to see contusion where there is actually harmony on a 
higher level, he is able to accept the ''going through qual-
1 ty'' of action that produces this harmony, and 11:fe is no 
longer boring or absurd. 
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